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Abstract 
The object of this project is to create a better understanding of adventure as a phenomenon by 
examining the role of motivation and emotion in risk taking.  This paper uses secondary 
research, embedded in social theory, existential phenomenology and outdoor education, to 
identify and close the gap pertaining to how individuals deeply connect the world through 
adventure.  Throughout this paper, the social construction of adventure is analyzed in contrast to 
adventure as a natural phenomenon.  This is explored in regards to how one perceives death 
which has a profound effect on how an individual connects to the world.  This creates a platform 
to analyze motivation and emotion in adventure.  The motivations analyzed in this paper range 
from historical narratives to deeper existential motives.  From this paper, one can gain an 
important understanding of anxiety in decision making as well as authentic and inauthentic 
adventure.  This has the potential to influence how adventure is used and understood in formal 
and informal outdoor education. 
Thesis Supervisor: Iain Stewart-Patterson 
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1-Introduction 
In 2012, Alex Honnold set an unprecedented standard in rock climbing when he climbed 
Mt. Watkins, El Capitan, and Half Dome in just over 18 hours (Lowell, 2012).  At over 3000 
vertical meters, these rock walls are among the most iconic and challenging rock climbs in the 
world.  They demand extraordinary mental and physical toughness to ascend (Lowell, 2012).  A 
competent party will take days to complete any of these monoliths. With the exception of 
Honnold, no one has ever climbed these walls without a rope (Lowell, 2012).  Typically, the only 
thing stopping Honnold from certain death is his ability to hang onto the rock. He climbs without 
a rope, or any safety gear for that matter – other than his hands and feet.  In contrast to this, miles 
away in an urban metropolis a different kind of adventure called City Bound was taking place 
(Welzenis, 1994).  “This is an urban adventure program where students are given a map, dropped 
off in the city and have to make their way to a specific destination without asking people for 
directions” (Welzenis, 1994 as cited in Puk 1999, pg. 57).  Welzenis believes the big city is 
psychologically less safe than nature.  In nature, the elements are predictable and the 
psychological dangers are limited and clear in advance while the city is more unsafe because it is 
socially unpredictable (Puk, 1999).   
Did Alex have an adventure, or did the people in the urban adventure program have one?  
Perhaps it was both?  This essay will deconstruct the social realities of adventure in an attempt to 
re-capture the concept of adventure as a phenomenon.  There is considerable debate within the 
literature (Bisson& Luckner 1996, Duenkel 1999, Ewert 1983, Gilbertson 2006, Henderson 
1998, Lewist 2010, Potter 1999, Priest 1999, Prouty 2007, Puk 1999, Simmel 1911, Wilson 
2011) over the meaning of adventure; the essential argument revolves around the degree of risk 
and the characteristics of the venue needed to create an adventure experience.  This controversy 
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has created a lack of understanding in regards to how individuals deeply connect to the world 
through adventure.  My analysis is an effort to move towards an understanding of a pre-
conceptual, pre-linguistic relationship between a person and the world through an examination of 
the phenomenon of adventure. 
1.1 – The Problem of Adventure 
Unfortunately “adventure” as a concept is extremely ambiguous (Puk, 1999).  The 
adventure education literature has a variety of common and contrasting themes which creates a 
problem in defining the nature of adventure (Bisson& Luckner 1996, Duenkel 1999, Ewert 1983, 
Gilbertson 2006, Henderson 1998, Lewist 2010, Potter 1999, Priest 1999, Prouty 2007, Puk 
1999, Wilson 2011).  There is major contention over the degree of risk and what venue is 
necessary to constitute something as an ‘adventure’ (Bisson& Luckner 1996, Duenkel 1999, 
Ewert 1983, Gilbertson 2006, Henderson 1998, Potter 1999, Prouty 2007, Priest 1999, Puk 1999, 
Wilson 2011).  This is based around an individual’s perception of risk and the unknown and 
whether profound learning can occur in places other than the wilderness.  Despite these 
controversies, there is one central idea scholars maintain throughout the literature: that adventure 
comes from a deep connection to the world (Cooper 1994, Kiewa 1991, Potter & Gray 1999, Puk 
1999, Simmel 1911). In other words, the physical, cognitive, affective, and spiritual rewards are 
dependent upon the individual’s connection to the experience within the world (Luckmann, 
1996). Unfortunately, the technical attention it has been given has created a gap in the 
understanding of what constitutes an adventure experience.  There are many contrasting ideas 
and parameters around where and how adventure can occur, such as: wilderness, urban centers, 
white wilderness (unmapped terrain), high risk, or low risk activities etc. (Cloutier 1999, Potter 
1999, Puk, 1999, Rhonke 1999). Therefore, it is essential to define the how one engages in the 
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‘world’ through adventure, its boundaries, how the individual perceives these boundaries, and 
how an interaction with various boundaries creates different learning outcomes. This will give a 
better understanding of the phenomenon of adventure.   
1.2 - Research Gap 
Psychological, sociological and behavioral science theory dominate adventure education 
literature (Ewert 1983, Gilbertson 2006, Priest 1999, Prouty 2007, Pruty 2007, Puk 1999). There 
is little evidence to support an argument that incorporates a theoretical understanding from an 
interdisciplinary perspective of sociology, philosophy and adventure studies pertaining to how 
human beings are connected to the world and how this connection relates to an adventure 
experience (Bisson& Luckner 1996, Duenkel 1999, Ewert 1983, Gilbertson 2006, Henderson 
1998, Potter 1999, Priest 1999, Pruty 2007, Puk 1999, Wilson 2011). Therefore, this paper will 
seek to close that gap by analyzing the complexities surrounding how individuals are connected 
to and alienated from the world through adventure.   
1.3 - Addressing the Problem 
When speaking of the world there is a distinct contrast in the literature between the raw 
natural world and one that is socially constructed (Beedie 2013, Bisson & Luckner 1996, 
Duenkel 1999, Henderson, 1998, Lewis 2010, Potter 1999, Puk 1999, Rhonke 1999, Simmel 
1911, Wilson 2011).  This contrast will be explored in this paper to illuminate the differences 
between adventure as it is socially constructed and adventure as a natural phenomenon.  
Moreover, it is essential that the learner perceive the experience in the world as authentic in 
order to elicit physical, cognitive, affective and spiritual learning (Luckmann 1996).  The 
literature tends to focus on how the instructors can elicit desirable outcomes through facilitating 
experiences. However, Henderson (1998) and Duenkel (1999) argued that this mechanistic 
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worldview fundamentally complicates the individual’s connection to a natural experience. In 
other words, when an individual’s experience is too contrived, the ability to connect to the 
natural world is lost.  Simmel (1911) had similar conclusions in that adventure is inherently 
organic, a part of life that is uninterrupted of that life (as cited from Kettler 2002, pg. 1).  Thus, 
an individual’s perception that is mediated through the social construction of adventure may 
obscure the realities of adventure as a phenomenon.   Therefore, the experience will be 
drastically different if the individual perceives the social world or the raw natural experience. 
Essentially, it is not enough that an experience is authentic; rather, the individual must perceive it 
as so (this will be elaborated on in section 6).  
To address this issue, I will focus on how the perceptions and motivations of risk 
throughout history have resulted in an inauthentic institutionalized concept of adventure, which 
inherently complicates the understanding of how participants in risk can deeply connect to the 
world.  Through the institutionalizing of risk and the unknown in the form of adventure, the 
socially constructed world of adventure becomes the dominant point of view for the experience. 
Consequently, a deep raw connection to the world through an authentic adventure experience is 
obscured. By exploring the contrast between adventure as a natural phenomenon, and adventure 
as it is socially constructed, a greater understanding of how and what one learns through risk 
taking is possible. I will display that through connecting to an inauthentic world of socially 
constructed adventure compared to an authentic ‘world’ of raw natural experience, that the 
individual may be profoundly impacted; from a very deep existential level to more superficial 
rewards.  This subsequently affects the understanding and complexity of learning outcomes 
elicited through the phenomenon of adventure.    
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To tackle this issue, two distinct contrasts will be explored throughout this paper: how 
adventure is socially constructed, and how the natural phenomenon occurs. To do this, a less 
ambiguous definition of adventure will be explored, showing how “adventure” has been reified 
from a natural phenomenon into a “thing” that we can seamlessly choose when to engage in. Yet, 
by definition we are involved in it all the time. Reification is how someone’s facts or ideas 
become something that is ‘real’ in society; it did not exist until people shared, and believed in the 
idea (like money for example) (Roy, 2001).  This will establish “ideal types” of adventures, 
which will be used as an analytical abstraction to explore the contrast between being in an 
inauthentic socially constructed adventure versus being in an authentic, raw natural experience. 
Moreover, the reification of adventure creates a contrast between worlds that is emphasised by 
two points of view of death: a perception that is intellectually understood (socially constructed, 
inauthentic) and a perception that is viscerally understood (natural, authentic).  These contrasting 
perceptions of death are the essential links to the social world and organic world, which will be 
elaborated upon throughout this paper.  After looking at how adventure is created through 
language, I will further explore the social construction of adventure to discover why individuals 
traditionally and contemporarily engaged in voluntary risk taking; this will critique the traditions 
of adventure as a culture. By understanding how individuals’ incentives for taking risks vary, a 
stronger contrast between natural and social experiences emerges, which ultimately adds to the 
complexity of an adventure experience. (Weber, 2012) 
 With these issues addressed, a framework for how human beings actively engage in the 
social world and alienate themselves from the natural world will be looked at.  This will be done 
using Ernest Becker, Martin Heidegger, Soren Kierkegaard, and Jean-Paul Sartre’s contributions 
to the human understanding of death and anxiety.  There will also be a particular emphasis on 
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Ernest Becker’s ideas on heroism and immortality.  His thought on heroism and immortality 
connects to the socially constructed world of adventure by identifying a deeper existential motive 
for taking risk. With a strong sense of the interplay between heroism, immortality, death and 
anxiety, I will analyze common adventure experiences and how these experiences either alienate 
us from or engage us in raw experience within the world.  This is done through the individual’s 
perception of death and anxiety.  Ultimately, this will lead to the proposition of “authentic 
adventure” using Heidegger and Sartre’s concepts of authenticity and inauthenticity.  These 
concepts will serve to contrast the spectrum of learning possibilities within the social 
construction of adventure and the natural phenomenon of adventure.  In conclusion I will show, 
through the visceral understanding of death and anxiety, how an individual may deeply connect 
with the world through adventure. 
1.4 - Hypothesis 
The ambiguity over the defining characteristics of adventure seems to be a result of it 
becoming professionalized, communalized, and even spiritualized. Therefore, the challenge of 
the discipline is to retrieve the phenomenon of adventure from the socialization it has been 
subjected to.  This paper will articulate a strong contrast between authentic and inauthentic 
adventure.  In reality, the individual will float along a spectrum of authentic and inauthentic 
adventure.  One is constantly pushed and pulled from the social and organic world, which 
constantly alters the experience. From this paper, the distinct boundaries of the concept of 
adventure can be properly recognized, and the phenomenon may be understood and used as 
intentionally and effectively as possible.  The following study will demonstrate that the 
adventure is being emphasized in terms of its inauthentic social construction, which is fueling the 
contention over the topic.  The social construction of adventure is so broad and without 
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boundaries that it needs to be re-identified in terms of its natural phenomenon.  By re-identifying 
adventure in terms of its authentic natural phenomenon, practitioners may contextualize the 
broad range of learning possibilities by engaging in more specific definitions of the topic.  
Furthermore, a greater understanding of a socially constructed adventure and adventure as 
phenomenon can lead to better decision making while engaging with risk. The definitions of 
adventure that have been identified in this paper are:  objective adventure, subjective adventure 
and existential adventure as defined in section 2.  
2 - What is Adventure 
Because we understand false belief, because we can appreciate that we might not know 
the full situation, we seek the whole story; we want an explanation that sees beyond the 
visible… (Boyd, 2009, pg. 115) 
This section will look at the different ways of conceptualizing and perceiving adventure.  
This will be the initial step in deconstructing how adventure has been socially constructed.  To 
explore the varying perceptions of adventure, the linguistic characterization of adventure which 
is “risk and the unknown,” as well as the application in the world, shall be highlighted. Through 
the historical use of language, adventure has been reified to imply that risk and the unknown are 
ultimately in the control of human beings.  This has concealed the fact that risk and unknown are 
fundamentally encountered in every-day life beyond when one ‘adventures’. Strong boundaries 
are drawn between the socially constructed world and raw natural experience through the basic 
description of adventure.  Moreover, by adopting the narrative of a socially constructed 
adventure, contrasting perceptions of death appear that are prevalent in modernity.  These 
perceptions are based on an intellectual understanding as opposed to a visceral and intrinsic 
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understanding (Heidegger 1962, Becker 1974, Sartre 1947). The contrast between awareness of 
death intellectually as opposed to viscerally is perhaps the defining characteristic between an 
inauthentic adventure in the social world and an authentic adventure as a natural phenomenon. 
Although this argument does not stray from the idea that adventure is a matter of perception, I 
will ultimately demonstrate that it is more a matter of fact and human beings choose to give 
attention to it. By choosing how to perceive risk and the unknown, individuals become masters 
of it, which overlooks a fundamental aspect of natural reality: death as a visceral understanding.  
Thereby creating constraints for how individuals deeply connect to the world. Therefore, through 
the deconstruction of adventure narratives, we may see the whole story and the explanation 
beyond what is visible.  
Modern adventure is broken down into risk and consequence. Risk is the possibility of 
loss or injury, danger or peril (Rohnke, 1999). Consequence is the logical result of an action or 
process; it is the outcome and effect of an action (Rohnke, 1999). Adventure is an activity of 
uncertain outcome (the unknown), characterized by risk and consequence (Rohneke, 1999).  The 
etymology of adventure depicts its origins as “auenture” which means that which happens by 
chance, fortune or luck (Harper, 2001).  During the 14
th
 century, it took on a new meaning as to 
risk the loss of something, to take a chance, a perilous undertaking (Harper, 2001).  As Luhman 
(1993) discovered, ancient civilizations used divinatory practices to safeguard themselves from 
uncertain fate (as cited in Tarzwell, 2009).  Boyd (2009) argued that society invented religion 
primarily for the purpose of raising collective confidence, to shape life on one’s own terms. This 
allows the individual to ‘mitigate’ the risk and the unknown of death in everyday life through 
prayer, sacrifice etc. and provide a sense of psychological refuge from undesirable outcomes 
(Tarzwell, 2009).  
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Through controlling how one perceives risk and the unknown of death, individuals are 
able to over attribute their capacity to act independently and make free choices.  In other words, 
the religious strategy of mitigating risk allowed people to banish the anxiety of death and have a 
warped sense of freedom through creating a false sense of security.  In fact Csikszentmihalyi 
(1990) noticed that modern humans do not take risk from a pathological need for thrill. Rather, 
one does it to “enjoy the perfectly healthy feeling of being able to control potentially dangerous 
forces” (Csikszentmihalyi 1990, pg. 60).   This brings forth the idea that the inevitability of death 
can be influenced and mitigated. Adventure may use used in a similar way to religion; as a 
strategy to control how one feels vulnerable in the world.  Risk and the unknown became 
something, which can be actively engaged in and potentially influenced. Adventure manifests the 
idea of power and control over the inevitability of death by ‘controlling’ the outcome of risking 
one’s life.  Consequently, the phenomenon of adventure may be obscured by the social 
dependency of avoiding feeling vulnerable to death.  
Although early humans did not cognitively use the concepts of risk and the unknown 
their lives embodied a perpetual state of risk and the unknown. That is why they used divinatory 
practices to influence undesirable forces of life (Tarzwell, 2009). Risk can be understood through 
the synergistic effects of actions.  For example, if you choose to eat food that is high in 
cholesterol, you likely increase your risk of heart disease. If you choose to wear a seatbelt while 
driving, you likely decrease your chance of injury should a car accident happen. Similarly, 
ancient civilizations prayed to reduce the chance of drought, famine, natural disasters, whereas a 
back-country skier takes avalanche gear and knowledge to protect herself from avalanches. 
Every decision an individual makes has consequences that synergize into desirable and 
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undesirable outcomes in the future. Our past and future possibilities make up who we are in the 
present (Heidegger, 1962).  
We are actively increasing and decreasing the risk of future unknowns with every choice 
we make. The historical difference lies in the cognitive awareness of the ways we interact with 
risk and the unknown outcomes of risk. Ancient people understood on levels unbeknownst to 
modern humans that an intimate dependency on the environment leads to much more tangible 
awareness of the impacts that the environment may have on one’s life (Kitchner, personal 
communication October, 2012).  If there is famine, people will starve; if there is sickness, people 
will die.  Through prayer and sacrifice, ancient civilizations could mitigate a more basic risk than 
we are faced with today: total annihilation. 
Conversely, a famine or sickness in a modern context means going to a different 
supermarket or taking antibiotics. While the ancient people prayed to avoid death, we use 
reasoning and strategy to avoid more trivial consequences such as getting sick and missing work.  
In other words, the ancient cultures were dependant on their divinatory practices to survive.  
Modern people have the ability control physical factors that the ancients did not.  Our social 
construction of risk and the unknown privileges us, by shielding us, from the awareness that 
death is the ultimate reality of risk. However, perceiving a perpetual reality of risk would be an 
admission of an intimate and stressful vulnerability in this world, vulnerability that we are 
socialized to avoid (Heidegger 1962, Becker 1974). By following the rules of society, we 
naturally mitigate the ‘perpetual state of risk’.  Instead, we can choose when to engage with risk 
and the unknown to have “adventures”. This puts us in a position to create, as the adventure 
literature portrays, varying types of risk and the unknown (ACMG 1998, Callahan 1986, Cloutier 
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1999, Krakauer 1997, Potter, 1999, Puk 1999, Rohnke 1999, Simpson 2004, Viestures 2009, 
Wilson 2011).  
In essence, the word adventure has been reified to idealize a way that human beings are 
fundamentally in the world to begin with.  However, based on the ambiguity of the definition, 
literally anything can be an adventure! Consequently, a contrast between adventure in the raw 
physical world and adventure in the social world emerges.  However, the social reality embodies 
ways in which we can engage different types of risk and different types of the unknown.  This is 
an effort to attain physical and psychological control over different types of risk and the 
unknown. Consequently, one becomes psychologically relieved from the inevitability of death, 
which allows one to ‘play games with death’.   
When we play games with death, there are varying types of definitions of adventure that 
are argued over. I have interpreted three types of adventure throughout the literature, which make 
up the concepts of objective, subjective and existential adventure (ACMG 1998, Callahan 1986, 
Cloutier 1999, Krakauer 1997, Potter, 1999, Pukk 1999, Rohnke 1999, Simpson 2004, Stewart-
Patterson 1999, Quinn 1999, Viestures 2009, Wilson 2011). The clear distinction of adventure as 
a phenomenon compared to the social construction of adventure (objective and subjective) is 
lacking in the literature.  Essentially, adventure as a phenomenon is discussed with the 
assumption that they are the same as objective and subjective adventure.  Therefore, I will 
address this gap by proposing “existential adventure” which highlights the difference in the way 
one perceives death.  It should be noted that existential adventure is based on the essential 
properties of adventure as a phenomenon and is used interchangeably throughout the paper.   
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The classifications of objective, subjective and existential adventure are “ideal types” of 
experience which are useful in approaching the complexity of an adventure experience.  These 
different types overlap and appear as mixed experiences in complex reality.  Therefore, these are 
abstract concepts or tools that define a “pure” experience in their respective categories.  
However, objective, subjective and existential adventure is never found in their “pure” form in 
an actual experience. These definitions create a spectrum of possible experiences.  On one hand, 
there is an authentic existential adventure; on the other is an inauthentic socially constructed 
objective or subjective adventure.  As noted in the introduction, the reality of the experience 
pushes and pulls individuals across this spectrum through authentic and inauthentic awareness.  
(Weber, 2012) 
 I have defined objective risk and the unknown as: taking risk that is tangible with 
tangible consequences. Engagement with this type of adventure is tactile and physical.  This 
could be climbing a mountain, with the risk of rock fall and the consequences of bodily harm. 
The unknown would be “will rock fall happen?” Engaging with objective adventure detaches the 
participant from emotional and psychological stress. Subjective risk and the unknown differ from 
objective in that the consequences of the risk taken are intrinsic.  This may be risk to ones ego or 
self-esteem.  Simmel (1911) argued in favor of adventure being the risk of a broken heart. In 
subjective adventure, one risks psychological consequences. Objective and subjective adventure 
may occur independently; however, they also cross boundaries and can become interconnected.  
In these two types of adventure, the perception of death is understood on an intellectual level.  
This is an engagement with risk similar to that of the ancients; one that is dependent on 
influencing and controlling the factors of an adventure to mitigate the inevitability of death.  
Therefore, “choosing” and “controlling” how to engage with risk and the unknown is similar to 
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prayer and sacrifice. This can mitigate the awareness of the fact that we are at risk in the 
unknown all the time.   
The difference between existential adventure from objective and subjective adventure is 
that the individual’s perception is dramatically different.  In existential adventure, the individual 
perceives death as a visceral possibility.  Existential adventure occurs when objective and 
subjective adventure synthesise with an internalized perception of death.  Decisions made are in 
light of the visceral awareness of death and occur among a seamless continuity with life (it is not 
forced or contrived). The activities could be the exact same between objective, subjective and 
existential adventure; however, the individuals perception is the defining difference. Ultimately, 
the social construction of objective and subjective adventure puts human beings on the edge of 
existential adventure; depending on the situation, the edge may be crossed.  In these rare 
moments, one has a profound connection to the world. However crossing the edge into 
existential adventure may only be a glimpse into that frame of mind. During an adventure 
experience, an individual will cross this edge and retreat back over it.  It is not a static experience 
but one that will constantly be pushed and pulled from authentic and inauthentic awareness. The 
different perceptions of death are extremely important because death has a meaningful impact on 
how we perceive adventure and connect to the organic and social world. This will be a recurring 
theme throughout the paper. 
If the underlying philosophy of adventure education is a deep engagement with the world, 
how can this be accomplished if the concept is founded on controlling risk and the unknown 
within in the world to mitigate the inevitability of death?  Such control may be oppressive to the 
individual and the opportunities within the natural world when engaging in adventure is 
contextualized around things we must constantly influence and control.  The raw pre-conceptual, 
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pre-linguistic experience is obscured by social realities.  Therefore, adventure as a phenomenon 
has the potential to ground the user in raw, deep connections. However, the phenomenon has 
been socialized to maintain an intellectual and superficial understanding of death, which 
obscures a visceral awareness of death that is necessary for the phenomenon to occur. This is not 
meant to be critical because, as discussed later in this paper, it is a natural human phenomenon to 
avoid feeling vulnerable to death.  Therefore, in order to understand how individuals deeply 
engage in the world through adventure, the individual must first understand how and why they 
are trying to control the risks involved.  This ultimately leads to the de-construction of objective 
and subjective adventure that obscure the organic experience of adventure and a visceral 
perception of death.   
In light of this argument, it becomes clear that varying justifications of “what adventure 
is” becomes rhetorical. The question would be better addressed by asking “what adventure 
isn’t?” Of course adventure is, as the literature says; a matter of perception (Gilbertson 2006, 
Luckmann 1996, Potter 1999, Prouty 2007, Priest 1999).  However this point of view is 
constrained by the inauthentic construction of objective and subjective risk and the unknown; 
therefore adventure as a concept it is not as straightforward as it would seem.  The point of this 
section was to analyze adventure as a concept and understand how individuals become connected 
and alienated to the world through the linguistic characteristics that create the parameters of 
adventure (risk, the unknown). In traditional times, human beings were deeply connected with 
nature and the impacts it had on their lives (Kitchner, 2012).  Modern people have strayed from 
this point of view in an effort to control aspects of risk and the unknown.  Ultimately, human 
beings are, as I have argued, in a perpetual state of risk, in other words “in the very act of living 
we risk dying” (Tarzwell, 2009, p. 10). Today, we are in a privileged position to ‘choose’ which 
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risks to be aware of by engaging in objective and subjective risk and the unknown within the 
social parameters of the adventure. This draws a boundary between the social world and natural 
world and alienates human beings from a visceral awareness of death.  Rather than understand 
the presupposition that risks imply (death), we are estranged through our effort to control the 
objective and subjective realities of adventure. Therefore, bringing the existential sense of risk 
and unknown into the forefront of the discussion will provide a unique frame to understand how 
an individual’s perceptions affect their engagement with the world through adventure.  
Analyzing death and anxiety in relation to adventure according to Heidegger (1962), Becker 
(1973), and Sartre (1947) will be important in this continued analysis.  However, to get to that 
point, we must assess the layers of social complexity that obscure the goal.  Hence, I will 
describe the social forces that put the individual in the position to play games with death.  
3 - Risk and the Universal Incentive 
During the High Middle Ages through to the Late Middle Ages, the Crusades were 
embedded in a bloody conflict across the frontiers of Europe (Norman, 1997).  The conduct of 
Crusaders was shocking, and ultimately led to tragic massacres such as the 70,000 slaughtered 
citizens in the fall of Jerusalem (Norman, 1997).  Crusaders were people who campaigned for 
political, religious and social change; this was heavily influenced by Christian orthodoxy 
(Norman, 1997).  People Crusaded to spread Christianity, this gave them the ‘right’ to kill people 
who did not believe in their god.  They could take all the belongings of the people they killed, as 
well as gain honor in their home communities for partaking in the cause (Norman, 1997).  
Crusaders also believed that they would go to heaven if they participated because God would 
forgive their sins (Norman, 1997).  In light of these facts, the Crusaders stood to make enormous 
gains by partaking in the movement. (Norman, 1997) 
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This section discusses the incentive that people have historically had to risk their lives. 
Like the Crusaders of the Middle Ages, each individual has their own distinct reason to take risk.  
From this historical perspective I will draw conclusions as to why human beings work so hard to 
control how they justify taking risk and how that justification has been sustained in 
contemporary times.  The concept of honor can be used to explore the various types of capital, 
including social, economic and cultural that can be attained by individuals who take risks.  After 
defining a common theme among risk takers socially we will be in a position to analyze how 
these social forces have been institutionalized into games we play with death.  This grounds an 
individual in the socially constructed world of inauthentic adventure, which profoundly effects 
how an individual perceives and connects to the phenomenon of adventure.    
In risk taking, individuals may take risks to become happier by influencing their quality 
of life.  Crusaders gained important economic, social and cultural capital by killing infidels.  
Economic capital refers to material goods that improve one’s quality of life, while cultural 
capital refers to titles, tastes and social recognition that distinguish an individual in social 
hierarchies (Roy, 2001).  For example, poor peasants who become a Crusader become 
differentiated between other peasants because they have a more prestigious social category. They 
have gained in status.  
 Throughout the Crusades individuals had the opportunity to distinguish themselves 
through risk in order to gain economic and cultural capital. This allowed them to make personal 
advancement within the limits of society. Here, individuals ‘choose’ to risk one’s life in the 
name of politics and religion among an inherently constrained and closed system of political and 
religious stratification.  Consequently, an oppressive reality develops where the individual must 
take risks in order to progress and make societal gains.  As the Crusaders demonstrated, their 
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individual circumstances in terms of quality of life became dependent upon their ability to work 
within the boundaries that feudalism and religion created. In order to gain money and prestige 
they had to risk their life in war.  Despite this drawback, the institutionalized system in which 
Crusaders operated also gave them a stable sense of identity.  By believing in the system of 
religion and patriotism, Crusaders had a means to advance themselves in terms of their identity 
within this system. 
 Peter Berger’s (1984) essay “The Obsolescence of the concept of Honor”, creates a 
portrait of the contrast between identity construction in a Feudal system and identity constructed 
in modern times.  Berger discusses the concept of honor through the way we understand insult.    
In modern society, insult is essentially meaningless.  One can blatantly insult another without 
any tangible repercussions from society.  That is because insult has no standing in legal codes, 
and on its own is not recognized as a real injury.  In order for insult to have meaning, one would 
have to prove that there was material damage caused by the insult.  In feudal times, insult was a 
direct attack on your honor, which was recognized in their legal system. Simply insulting 
someone would have been grounds for compensation.  The concept of honor, in today’s society, 
has been replaced with the idea of dignity in an unprecedented humanism in which the rights of 
the individual are foremost.  This has had a profound effect on the way in which people in 
society create a sense of identity.  (Berger, 1984) 
 Honor has generally been conceived as an aristocratic concept with strong associations 
with a hierarchical order of society (Berger, 1984).  Western ideals of honor have been strongly 
influenced by medieval codes of chivalry, which were rooted in the ideals of feudalism.  It is a 
way of dealing with inferiors, whereas the full code of honor only pertains to those who share the 
same status in the hierarchy.  In a system of honor, everyone embraces this concept; those who 
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have a high status in the community have a particular obligation to achieve honor, while those 
who are lowly are differentiated in terms of the amount of honor they have.  Essentially, honor 
provides a link between the self and the community and the self and the idealized norms of the 
community.  (Berger, 1984) 
 The concept of honor has generally been lost with the impact of modernization in the age 
of the Enlightenment.  It has been replaced by human dignity which is a fundamental dignity 
underlying all possible social positions.  Essentially, it was the Enlightenment discovery that 
there is a humanity beneath social status and societal constraints which formed the bases for the 
concept of dignity. (Berger, 1984) 
Dignity, as against honor, always related to the intrinsic humanity divested of all socially 
imposed roles and norms.  It pertains to the self as such, to the individual regardless of 
his position in society. (Berger, 1984, pg. 153) 
Both honor and dignity attempt to connect the individual to society and act as a guide to a 
standard of moral enterprise.  If either honor or dignity is lost, this loss can have a profound 
impact on the self.  The significance of honor and dignity according to Berger (1984, pg. 154) is 
that:  
The concept of honor implies that identity is essentially, or at least importantly, linked to 
institutionalized roles.  The modern concept of dignity, by contrast, implies that identity 
is essentially independent of institutionalized roles. 
In a world of honor, the individuals define themselves through their social roles; to turn away 
from their roles is to turn away from themselves. However, in a world of dignity: “one can only 
discover his true identity by emancipating himself from his socially imposed roles” (Berger, 
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1984, pg. 154).  Through this emancipation, the individual will “free himself to attain 
authenticity”, this will be explored later in this paper (Heidegger 1962, Berger 1984, pg. 154).   
 With Berger’s thought in mind, let’s consider how the idea of individual choice or dignity 
plays out in more recent risk-taking history.  During the 18
th
 century, exploration of the great 
mountain ranges in Europe provided new incentives for exploration. Mountaineering is 
considered to be one of the oldest forms of voluntary risk-taking.  During this time period, 
exploration of the great mountain ranges was not only for the advancement of science and 
technology, but for the enjoyment of the individual.  This pursuit was often competitive and 
became an effective way of producing cultural capital for Victorian professionals. One could 
attain socially recognized qualities as self-reliance and daring while these practices acted as a 
metaphor for success in their personal and professional lives. (Simon 2005, Thompson 2012, as 
cited in Bunn 2008) 
This is important because it identifies the inception of an idea that individuals voluntarily 
choose to take risk, rather than being influenced, like the Crusaders to take risk in order to 
progress within a closed and stratified system. Furthermore, it overlooks the fact that human 
beings are at risk in the unknown all the time. However, much like their Crusader counterparts, 
the Victorian mountaineers were taking risk in order to gain social capital.  Consequently, risk 
taking evolved from the same school of thought: to gain social recognition. Although this 
emergent style of ‘voluntary risk taking’ implies that individuals choose to do it, it may be just as 
oppressive as when individuals are dependent upon risk to distinguish oneself within a social 
hierarchy. Nonetheless, the Victorian mountaineering movement establishes the context that 
human beings can use objects of risk and the unknown to one’s advantage in order to advance in 
society.  
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Moving into the 20
th
 century, an emergent working class appeared into the world of 
adventure pursuits (Bunn, 2008). Because of an economic downturn, people had more time on 
their hands, while the mountains were quite close and cheap to engage (Bunn, 2008). Through 
risk taking, counter-industrial movements drew people to the ‘back to nature’ philosophy of 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Beedie, 2013).  Essentially, this was the antithesis of science, 
engineering, and progress that was articulated through “artistic interest in the attractions of wild 
places” (Beedie 2013, x). From this point of view, the “beat” revolution evolved in Yosemite in 
the 1960s.  This was a counterculture movement of rock climbers who sought “existential play” 
outside the constraints of modern society (Bunn, 2008). Individuals were embodying dignity by 
emancipating themselves from socially imposed roles. This was considered to be the most 
authentic means of self-expression. However Taylor (2010, pg. 138) noted that this 
counterculture exhibited a contradictory series of attitudes: 
Residents pursued a weird version of the self-made man, yet their goal was rather 
conservative.  Their lifestyles were indeed radical departures from accepted norms.  
Underneath, though, was a familiarly gendered, very American belief about the need to 
control one’s destiny.  Each climber yearned, as much as their fathers, to be their own 
man. (Taylor 2010, as cited in Bunn 2008, pg. 4) 
Although these climbers were actively alienating themselves from mainstream society, they 
maintained many of its underlying philosophies (Bunn, 2008). Berger (1984) believed that 
through dignity, individuality would ultimately be defined by freely chosen vehicles of self-
realization. However, the oppressive realities of modern life were clearly transposed into the 
freely chosen movement of the “Yosemite Beat’’ revolution. Although original in its content, the 
movement became rife with competition over establishing new routes and climbing the hardest 
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routes up the enormous mountains (Cohen, 2002).  The adventure narrative clearly departed from 
its elitist moorings in Victorian society, but it none the less retained the underlying philosophy of 
controlling objects of risk and the unknown, which firmly tied the phenomenon to the concept of 
sports (Soles 1994, as cited in Cloutier 1999). Accordingly, this created social capital, allowing 
individuals to distinguish and advance themselves within an ‘adventure’-centered hierarchy 
which ultimately blurred the lines between mainstream and counterculture. Dignity was the 
catalyst to emancipate oneself from ‘regular’ society.  Yet in doing so, they created the same 
constraints in their counter culture movement.  
The boundaries of adventure and mainstream culture have become more ambiguous in 
the 21
st
 century.  What was once thought to be counter-culture in the 1960s is now freely 
consumed by anyone due to the modern influences of information sharing and technology.  
Adventure can now be bought through tourism. It can be learned in post-secondary institutions, 
and it can be experienced vicariously through sophisticated filmography and photography. There 
are world festivals that celebrate adventure culture, such as the Banff Mountain Film Festival.  
The venues of the wilderness that were once considered inaccessible are now freely consumed by 
the hard-core athlete, weekend warrior, or armchair adventurers. This creates an enormous body 
of influence to reinforce the reification of risk and the unknown into controllable aspects of 
everyday life. It serves to ‘entertain’ us through ways we can play games with death.  
Unfortunately, this emphasises the connection to the social world and obscures the individual 
from raw experience.  
Throughout this section, I have argued that the incentive of social recognition has been 
the defining characteristic that motivates risk taking throughout history. “The use of activities 
which risk death as a way of achieving social capital is as old as humanity” (B. Baugh, personal 
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communication, December 2013).People have been drawn to take risks because there is inherent 
social and cultural capital to be gained.  Yet, as seen in the “Beat revolution” in Yosemite, a 
dominant theme emerged.  Through profound dignity, people rejected mainstream-industrial 
culture and yearned to become masters of their own destiny. This further creates an issue in 
adventure, creating a contradictory narrative.  Essentially, by choosing to take risks, one 
becomes a master of their life; something which they could never experience in popular culture.  
Yet, it becomes apparent that the underlying philosophies of popular culture have reinvented 
itself with the disguise of original content.  Thus, the supposedly freely chosen vehicle of self-
realization may consequently become as “freely” chosen as the poor peasant who goes 
Crusading.  Through the embodiment of dignity, the individuals have the opportunity to 
emancipate themselves from ‘regular’ society however; the individual may become firmly 
dependant on the reinvented institutionalized system in order to sustain their identity.  Rather 
than consume the life of another (like the Crusaders), present day people must consume objects 
of risk to maintain and advance an image through the acquisition of social and cultural capital. 
Therefore an original deep connection to the world is transformed into something inherently 
social and inauthentic, which is concealed by the allure of escaping the mendacity of society’s 
constrictions. This ultimately creates tension between performing in the social world and 
engaging in the natural world.  
A contrast appears in light of these facts.  Although adventure has been historically 
motivated by social interest and external forces, it may also be motivated intrinsically. This may 
connect an individual to their dignity and a deep connection to the world.  
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4 - Traditions: A Critique of Adventure Culture 
Throughout this paper, I have discussed the initial social issues that obscure the 
relationship between the individual and the world through adventure; this has been the use of 
language and an individual’s incentive to gain social recognition.  This section focuses on how 
these social forces have been manifested in traditions in adventure culture which lay the 
foundation to connect the individual to the social world and disconnect the individual from the 
phenomenon of adventure. This adds another layer of complexity to the inauthentic social 
construction of adventure.  Through the institutionalization of adventure, the user’s decision-
making becomes deeply complicated by the traditions of: experiencing awe and wonder, 
standardization, expression of dignity, and the pursuit of social recognition. So far we have 
talked about the pursuit of social recognition, which is closely tied to the narrative dignity. 
Remembering that dignity is “the discovery of the autonomous individual, with dignity deriving 
from his very being over and above any social identifications” (Berger 1984, pg. 157).  Together, 
the tradition of social recognition and expressing dignity can create a manipulative narrative, 
which oppresses the individual through Marx’s (Cater & Dash, 2013) concept of false 
consciousness. Consequently, the blind following of these traditions ultimately serve to further 
estrange the individual from a deep connection to the world.   
Traditions are important; as they have created the possibilities we have today. The history 
of risk taking and adventure allows us to arrive at the doorstep of adventure as an activity with 
meaning (M. Sanchez, personal communication, December 2013). However, tradition has the 
potential to conceal our true possibilities (Heidegger, 1962).  We grow up within an 
understanding of generic information that obscures or regulates the possibilities of an individual 
(Heidegger, 1962).  Tradition may make important situations seem as though they are ready-
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made, like an automatic understanding that rids us of the possibility to decide (Heidegger, 1962). 
In adventure, we are introduced into the tradition of controlling aspects of risk in order to 
advance ourselves in society. Moreover, we are socialized to believe that taking risk is not for 
social recognition. Instead, risk taking perceived as the “embodiment of dignity” and the 
liberation from the constraints of institutionalized roles, which allows one to be authentic by 
going above any social identifications. This creates a dangerous tension when the individual is 
compelled to maintain their ‘transcended’ social identity through risk.  Furthermore, the 
traditions of standardization, dignity and social recognition are guided by the standardization of 
adventure, which is founded on subduing and controlling the natural world. These traditions are 
the result of the professionalizing, communalizing and spiritualizing of adventure, which 
ultimately quantify the experience.  In some ways, they constrain the way in which we engage in 
the world; tension is created between the body in raw experience and the social world. The 
phenomenon of adventure is obscured by social influences.  
In essence, adventurers belong to traditions before they belong to themselves.  However, 
as risk taking becomes more and more accessible and institutionalized, individuals are losing 
access to their dignity as well as the holistic and natural phenomenon of experiencing awe, 
wonder and the sublime.  This is the foundation for the concept of adventure yet contemporary 
adventure is paving the way for a more contrived and commercialized approach. This is 
important to the conversation because the dominant institutionalized traditions that are 
maintaining the narratives of adventure conceal adventure as an authentic phenomenon.  As the 
institution grows, the system continues to reinforce its own beliefs and further obscures the 
phenomenon of adventure as it exists outside of the institutionalized concept.  Consequently, as 
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tradition dominates the user, one becomes distanced from the responsibility of one’s own 
decision making, and from the fundamentals of the experience. (Heidegger, 1962) 
Risk taking traditions began with those who used risk taking as a means to advance 
themselves within an institutionalized system. We looked at the example of Crusaders in the 
feudal system of honor. The culture of adventure has been further cultivated with the inception of 
‘voluntary risk taking’ during the Victorian age which now acts as a pervasive force within risk 
taking to this day.  It is curious though, that voluntary risk-taking is by its very nature 
paradoxical, in that participants pursue risk-taking out of personal determination to gain 
transcendence in a world of social overregulation (Lyng, 2005).  
4.1 - False Consciousness: The Paradox of Adventure 
The most puzzling tradition we shall explore is the myth of dignity and how this 
inherently ties to social recognition (one’s identity within an institutionalized system).  This 
myth can be understood by what Marx (Cater & Dash 2013) describes as “false consciousness” 
which puts the individual in Kierkegaard’s (1941) concept of “despair”.  Through false 
consciousness and despair, an individual is in an oppressive reality while risk taking. By 
embodying “false consciousness” and “despair”, the individual’s awareness is extremely 
inauthentic by being firmly embedded in the social world of adventure. The paradox of 
adventure emerges when an individual takes risks to gain personal growth in world that is 
perceived as unregulated, but it is actually extremely socially regulated (Lyng, 2005). This 
paradox exists because risk taking is seen as unique as it is seen as beyond social roles as it is 
beyond the typical lifestyle of everyday people and beyond the safety system of everyday life. 
However, just like ‘normal life’, people in adventure culture define themselves by their social 
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role as to what type of adventurer they are: a climber, a skier, a base jumper etc. and their value 
as a member of this society is often defined by their participation in adventure culture. This is 
driven by the idea of dignity (profound individuality), of being unique and outside of “normal 
life”. The idea is incredibly intoxicating, and is perhaps the essential draw to adventure culture. 
These roots are deeply imbedded in our society, through the transparency of obvious risk: 
The element of precipitousness, of strength and strenuousness, intensity and danger. 
What excites and interests the outlook on life, what the romances and the statues 
celebrate… is the everlasting battle of the powers of light with those of darkness; with 
heroism reduced to its bare chance (McDermott 1968, as cited in Quinn 1999, pg 188).  
Participants define themselves by the social constructs of their pursuits by constructing their 
identities in relation to adventure pursuits. This complicates an individual’s incentive while 
pursuing ‘adventure’.  It becomes conflicted between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.  One 
may feel compelled to maintain an image of themselves as a skier, base-jumper, climber etc. 
Risk-taking, and subsequently adventure culture, is remarkably unique and inspiring, as to catch 
the publically eye because risk is dangerous and the confrontation of experience is at the extreme 
price of failure (death) (Quinn, 1999). And so adventure is publically celebrated as heroics, and 
has been intensified into untamed and raw experiences of bare chance (Quinn, 1999). 
Through the celebration of risk, we create a cause or project out of risk taking that is in 
contrast to ‘regular’ society. Cater & Dash (2013) argued that the adventurer acts in “false 
consciousness,” where they believe they are acting in their own interests (dignity) but instead 
acting for the benefit of capitalism.  Essentially, adventurers believe they are escaping the 
constraints of modern society and being authentic by going ‘back to nature’. However, the 
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commercialization and commodification of adventure firmly links them to the mechanisms of 
society (Cater & Dash, 2013).  Although they were arguing in terms of the oppressive reality 
created by adventure tourism businesses and corporations such as The North Face, Black 
Diamond etc., their point of view compliments other oppressive types of capital that we have 
covered such as social and cultural capital (social recognition). Therefore, by embodying the 
myth of dignity, one’s ability to freely choose a vehicle of self-realization becomes dependent on 
expressing oneself within the boundaries of adventure culture.  It may seem that being a part of 
adventure culture is ’dignified’ and beyond the constraints of society. On the contrary, adventure 
culture is firmly embedded in society through the celebration of risk and the universal pursuit of 
social recognition. (Berger 1984) 
The narrative of adventure as a ‘transcended’ ideology that is apart from ‘regular’ society 
is essential to the maintenance of adventure culture.  Furthermore, it is essential to industry, 
tourism, and other dominant institutions that stand to make enormous economic gains by creating 
an outlet for individuals to go beyond ‘regularity’ through risk.  Consequently, the individuals 
decision making may become guided by their expression of dignity and pursuit of ‘individuality’ 
within the deeply established norms of a particular activity; like climbing, surfing etc.  From this 
point of view, the individual firmly embodies the traditions of a particular activity without the 
awareness of where the traditions came from.  This is in an effort to maintain their image in 
adventure culture, which stands ‘above’ regular society.  The perception that one has escaped the 
constraints of modernity is maintained by the ‘heroic’ narrative and celebration of risk taking.  
By doing so, the individual acts in false consciousness, where one believes that they are doing 
something special and unique when they are actually serving to maintain the paradoxical myth of 
dignity in adventure culture. This ensures economic prosperity throughout the adventure industry 
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and may also lead the user to neglect the full appreciation and understanding of the risk they are 
taking.  In other words, it’s good for business if people believe voluntary risk taking is out of the 
ordinary; however, it is bad for the life expectancy of the individual.  
The paradox of adventure plays out in the rock-climbing film “La Dura Dura” (2013), 
which translates to “The Hard Hard”. Adam Ondra, (a young emergent rock-climbing star) is 
profiled against the reigning legend Chris Sharma in a battle for the title of “Best Rock Climber 
in the World”. Here, Ondra and Sharma are “casually” attempting to climb the hardest route in 
the world, which would take the sport to an unfathomable level of difficulty.  When Ondra was 
interviewed about what the route means to him he said: “to complete this climb would be pure 
happiness, but to fail… I can’t imagine thinking about that” (La Dura Dura, 2013).  In this 
situation, Ondra’s pursuit of rock-climbing gets firmly linked to the social recognition generated 
from the activity. Consequently, this firmly embeds him within the inauthentic social 
construction of adventure.  The pursuit of “La Dura Dura” has a huge emotional influence on 
Ondra ( La Dura Dura, 2013). Enormous internal conflict is created when he fails to meet his 
expectations of “success”. He yells, screams, and throws a tantrum; it is impossible to see how 
he enjoys rock climbing.  None the less, Ondra is challenging the unknown of his physical limits 
while risking physical and psychological harm.  By the very definition of adventure; he is having 
one.  Yet, a serious issue appears with this engagement in the world.  His ‘learning’ becomes 
contingent upon transcending Sharma’s legacy by overcoming “La Dura Dura”.  From this point 
of view, the emotional and spiritual rewards through adventure become handicapped if the user 
is firmly embedded in the social world.  The enjoyment and learning from the experience 
becomes dependent upon performance.  He loses access to his dignity and the ability to see he 
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has a decision to make; he is more focused on beating Sharma than the potential for deeply 
connecting to the world.    
Ondra’s pursuit is unique and creative within the rules of the game of rock climbing as he 
has the potential to do something no one has ever done.  However, the pursuit is not unique to 
Ondra as a human being outside of his social identity. In other words, the true nature and 
character of Ondra may not be uniquely passionate and interested in that risk taking experience. 
Rather, it is unique to the image he is trying to maintain in the world of rock climbing.  This is 
what Heidegger (1964) describes as inauthentic and is elaborated on in section 6.Essentially, the 
value of Ondra’s identity becomes contingent on his ability to climb La Dura Dura. This is an 
example of how an individual defines his identity through his social role.  To Heidegger (1962), 
this is known as Das Man which translates to “the they, people, anyone” (Tietz, 2001). Das man 
is the personification of the society, the authority of its beliefs over the life of the individual 
(Tietz, 2001). This displaces individuals from the phenomenon of adventure when they take risks 
within the boundaries of adventure culture.  They learn that risk is a matter of how one ‘takes’ 
and uses it in order to consume and embody its characteristics in the social world. Many people 
pursue this expression of ‘dignity’ to gain capital outside of adventure culture. For example, a lot 
of adventure athletes can make lucrative careers by speaking about their ‘adventures’ in the 
public sphere at corporate events, primary schools etc. (personal conversation, Cloutier, January 
2013) 
As we have seen from Ondra; Das man (the anyone) has a clear means to create a sense 
of identity through adventure pursuits by playing within the rules of a game with death.  Another 
example is the classic speed record up “The Nose” on El Capitan in Yosemite.  This first ascent 
took 47 days in 1952; in 1975, climbing legends Jim Bridwell, John Long, and Bill Westbay 
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established an unprecedented ascent time of 17 hours (El Capitan Speed Ascents). It has since 
been decreased to 2 hours and 31 minutes by Alex Honnold and Hans Florine, who free solo 
(climb without any safety equipment) the majority of the route and relinquish any safety 
measures that is traditionally adopted to climb the wall (El Capitan Speed Ascents, 2013).  This 
same tradition has been adopted in Squamish British Columbia, where athletes compete for the 
record up ‘The Grand Wall’.  The Grand Wall is 300 meters, steep and technically challenging. It 
takes a competent party 6-9 hours to complete it, while the record has been soloed in about 57 
minutes by Marc Andre-LeClerc (New Grand Wall Speed Record). In one perspective, one could 
argue that they advancing the activity and living their life to the fullest by taking such 
extraordinary risk. Yet, the question arises, are they really living their life?  Or, are they living a 
life that they have socially created in adventure culture and must maintain that image of 
themselves by taking extraordinary risk? This is not meant to challenge the motives of these 
climbers.  Rather, I am identifying that the paradox of ‘transcending society’ through risk is 
extremely reckless. It can make important situations seem as though they are already made. 
Extreme pressure is created when one is faced with maintaining an image of oneself in society or 
losing whom one believes one is. It rids the individual of responsibility during a pursuit that 
demands that one be responsible.  
For example, Ondra  has used adventure culture to express his dignity, yet he is slave to 
the social recognition generated through rock climbing. He has lost the ability to see he has 
choices because he must constantly maintain the image of “Adam Ondra the rock climbing star” 
through risk taking.  This puts the individual in a state of despair, where one is not truly 
conscious that they have a self outside of its social construction (Kierkegaard, 1941). The value 
of one’s existence becomes contingent upon qualities that can easily be lost.  The individual may 
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not actually feel despair. Rather, the lack of awareness that one is not one’s own self but a self 
they are projecting in society creates a looming cloud of despair that oppresses the human 
being’s perception. Should Ondra break his back and can no longer be a world class rock 
climber, then who is Adam Ondra?   
Through false consciousness, dignity, authenticity, creativity and personal expression 
become too closely tied to social recognition, which is enforced through the celebration of risk 
taking. This mentality may influence the most elementary of situations where a person goes out 
of their way to take risk for a Facebook picture, a story to tell, a line on a guide’s application etc. 
However, an awareness of the tradition of false consciousness can help the individual accurately 
weigh the positives and negatives of the risk they take.  Is risking one’s life worth a speed record, 
a photo in a magazine, a story to tell friends etc.? The awareness of these traditions can aid the 
individual in taking full responsibility for their decisions.  However, Participating in adventure 
culture without an awareness of how the traditions manifest can create a dangerous pattern of 
self-validation through risking one’s life.  From this point of view, people have ‘adventures’ in 
the social world, but without a deep connection to the raw natural experience.  
4.2 - The Standardization of Adventure 
The final tradition I will talk about is the standardization of safety and technology. 
Through the standardization of safety and technology, the individual becomes distanced from the 
consequence of death because their experience is mediated through the norms and values of 
adventure culture.  This further distances an individual from the phenomenon of adventure. 
Cloutier (1999) brought forth the issue of standardizing adventure when he argued that rescue-
free wilderness areas are crucial to the very existence of the concept of adventure.  He, among 
others, such as renowned alpinist Reinhold Messner (Soles, 1994), share the position that 
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adventure only occurs where there is risk of death.  In the wake of sprawling urbanization, there 
is a threat to the very existence of the wilderness (Cloutier 1999).  Therefore, the standardization 
of technology, guidebooks, maps and information in the expanding field of voluntary risk-taking 
and ‘adventure culture’ stand to alienate human beings from engaging with wild terrain. The 
experience is mediated through the standardization of guidebooks, maps, technology etc.  Indeed, 
one could simply choose not to incorporate technology into their kit; yet that option is opened 
only to someone schooled in the controversies of adventure.  Furthermore, the decision not to use 
technology is firmly contradicted by adventure culture, where individual’s decision making is 
often publically scrutinized in the event of an accident.  
Cloutier, who was a leader of a search and rescue team, noted that he encountered 
individuals who will not accept help in the backcountry and he has actually been waved off of 
helicopter rescue by the very individual who was thought to be lost or injured. Nonetheless, cell 
phones, rescue transceivers and the requirements of purchasing backcountry passes or leaving a 
trip log in a National Park will firmly alter an experience (Cloutier 1999). Consequently, an 
individual’s decision-making may become based on the fact that they will be rescued in the event 
of a disaster.  They understand that if an accident was to occur, they could be saved by someone 
like Cloutier, which may lead people to take more risk (Cloutier 1999). In this sense, the 
individual understands that risk could lead to their death. However, it is not an internalized 
awareness that affects the decisions they make because they are ultimately relying on outside 
forces, rather than their own ability, for survival. On the other hand, an individual whose 
decisions are not guided by external influences is connected to the experience in a much different 
way. They will have to make decisions in light of the fact that there are much more serious 
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consequences.  It brings a more visceral and internalized perception of death to the forefront of 
the experience.  
The dominant adventure paradigm contradicts the individualist viewpoint which rejects 
societal aids aimed at controlling or minimizing risk. Thus, the ‘standardization’ of what is 
culturally responsible when taking risk becomes predominant. The call to safety and knowledge 
in the backcountry may be an ever pervasive mentality that begins to dominate what one ‘should’ 
be doing while adventuring.  That is not to say that training and knowledge are not important. 
Rather, an awareness of one’s limits allows the user to explore autonomously without 
overcompensating with technology and information. This has more potential to create deeper 
engagements outside of the social world and its standardized norms of action. Consequently, as 
the tradition of standardization and false consciousness dominates the user, one becomes 
distanced from the responsibility for their own decision-making and from the phenomenon of 
adventure.  
4.3 - Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 
Aside from entertainment, it is obvious that an individual’s pursuit of risk has no value to 
society. Due to false consciousness, it has the potential to have even less value to the individual 
who is dependent upon it for self-certainty. Instead, it can become quite the burden.  Individuals 
become guided by the rules of the game rather than being aware of and responsible for one’s 
intrinsic interests.  Jullie Brugger (1990) articulated this well in “Rock and Roses” when she 
said: 
 At times, feeling a need to accede to the expectations of a society I thought I had 
rejected, I have tried to use climbing as a means to gain recognition, to be considered a 
success.  I have sometimes got caught up in the pursuit of routes and summits, as the 
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collector pursues butterflies, to capture them, and take the life from them, and display 
them to the amazement and approval of his colleagues.  (Brugger 1990, pg. 37) 
Brugger depicts how she had firmly rejected popular society, to follow something that was 
unique and personally expressive for her.  Yet, through the conquering of summits and the 
pursuit of social recognition, she realized that she was acting as a mere extension of the social 
world she was trying to escape. In essence, she embodied the dignity needed to escape the 
constraints of society however; she became oppressed by the tradition of false consciousness.  
Quinn (1999) argued that a meaningful purpose or the search for intrinsic motivation is 
essential to any authentic adventure. He conveyed this in his essay on “The Essence of 
Adventure”.  
Adventure speaks of beginning, boldness and power. Adventure connotes participation 
and active involvement in life. An adventure, a quest, begins because of a human desire, 
a drive to experience what is hidden and unknown (Quinn, 1999).  
But what is this drive to experience what is hidden and unknown? Dufreene (1973) suggests that 
adventure stems from the deep drive of human beings to search for truth.  
We are attracted by a deep forest or lake because it gives or lake because it gives the 
impression that there is some truth to discover, some secret to abduct from the heart of 
the object. It is the eternal seduction of the hidden (Dufreene 1973, as cited by Quinn 
1999, pg 188).  
Dufreene (1973) believes that the desire for adventure is deep and intrinsic, a means of learning 
the secrets of the world we live in. There is a special magic or allure that is created when we are 
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brought face to face with the unknown.   Consequently, a recurring theme in adventure culture 
emerges. Individuals such as Brugger and Ondra become slaves to maintaining an image of 
themselves in society. How is it that Brugger was enlightened by the absurdity of her pursuit, she 
rediscovered her dignity, yet it is an elusive point of view to others such as Ondra?  Patey 
Agonistes (1986) has an interesting explanation. 
In Agonistes’ (1986) analysis of elite climber autobiographies he noticed that super 
climbers are characteristically disengaged from the world emotionally.  He believed that they 
portrayed self-observation at its feeblest in that they lacked the ability to show any of the 
emotional depth of an experience (Agonistes, 1986). In other words, climbing autobiographies 
seem to forgo any information that would reveal that the climbers are real human beings 
(Agonistes, 1986).  They are mechanical in the sense that they relate information but not the 
‘real’ experience.  Of course, these people may have lacked the literary skills to articulate the 
depth of their encounters with risk. However, Agonistes also noticed that all the best climbers 
have characteristics of egomaniacs while the entire movement is pervaded by competition for 
status – even at the most modest levels (Agonistes, 1986).  This is further evidence that people 
use adventure culture to stand above others. Furthermore, it brings forth a critical issue 
concerning the emotional connections in experience. Through an emotional connection to the 
experience, the possibility of a visceral relationship with death and a deep connection to the 
world exists. Being an ‘egomaniac’ or ‘sociopath’ is a satisfactory explanation as to why 
individuals desperately cling to their socially constructed identity in adventure culture.  
However, the next section, “Risking Immortality”, will explore a much deeper, existential motive 
that adds a more profound explanation for the blind consumption of risk. 
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The problems with adventure culture are clear; the institutionalized traditions of 
standardizing adventure while using it to escape and stand above ‘regular’ society is exploiting 
the concept of adventure.  This is done to create social advantages for people who participate.  
Brugger (1990) and Agonistes (1986) provide a critical insight into the plague of false 
consciousness in contemporary adventure culture.  An obvious dichotomy exists between 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation: an individual may be emotionally connected to a deep 
engagement with the world or they may be emotionally distanced from the experience and 
engaged in the social world. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation further contrasts the “ideal” 
authentic and inauthentic adventure.  However, they too will seamlessly occur along the 
spectrum of experience where an individual may be intrinsically motivated, extrinsically 
motivated or both at any given moment. Unfortunately, the responsibility to be intrinsically 
motivated is not a predominant tradition among contemporary adventure culture.  This may have 
a dramatic implication on people who are taking extraordinary risks to become a guide, to have a 
good story to tell, to produce an adventure film etc. which ultimately involve maintaining an 
image of oneself in society. 
 In essence, we may look to these traditions as an example of being and acting and then 
make our own decisions in light of this awareness in regards to our own historical situation.  
Moreover, we can retrieve from these traditions possibilities that our culture has handed down to 
us, which is the ability to access awe, wonder, and the sublime through the expression of dignity 
in risk taking. However, the manufacturing and quantifying of adventure is obscuring that access 
by becoming the dominant point of view to encounter the phenomenon.  Popular adventure 
culture may require a radical paradigm shift in the way individuals view risk. A shift in ideology 
may alleviate some of the tension between performance in the social world and engaging in raw 
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experience (although it will never be eliminated).  In this way, particular traditions will no longer 
cut one off from a natural engagement with the world but will become the catalyst in it.  
Unfortunately, by playing games with death, the visceral awareness of death becomes concealed 
by the norms of adventure culture.  Through false consciousness, standardization of adventure, 
and the pursuit of social recognition, the phenomenon of adventure is lost in the social world.  
(B. Baugh, personal communication, December 2013).   
Ultimately, the risk taking experience pushes and pulls people in and out of authentic and 
inauthentic awareness; we float in and out of dignity, which connects one to the experience in 
different ways. We may be guided an institutionalized force at one moment and a deep, intrinsic 
and freely chosen source in the next. When the experience is over, one may have tasted the 
phenomenon of adventure. It is serendipitous.  But there is extreme tension between this 
serendipity and the effort to quantify and duplicate the experience. Therefore, it is essential to 
understand and appreciate that these traditions allow us to pursue activities with meaning 
however, being unaware of adventure traditions can lead to the oppression of an individual’s 
perception while taking risk. Therefore, it is also essential to recognize these traditions in an 
effort to act independently and make free choices rather than be oppressed by false 
consciousness and standardization while losing access to the phenomenon of adventure.  This 
insight is essential to any risk taker or outdoor educator who wishes to experience or facilitate 
the phenomenon of adventure. (B. Baugh, I. Stewart Patterson, M. Sanchez, M. Wallin, personal 
conversation, December 2013) 
In light of this critique, the contrast between raw experience and risk in the social world 
may be navigated through an emotional connection to the experience. In the section “Existential 
Anxiety”, I will argue that anxiety is the critical link between the individual and the world.  
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However, before we can explore how one emotionally connects to the world through risk, we 
must prod the depths of risk taking motivation and discover once and for all why the social world 
of adventure is essential to an individual’s being-in-the-world.  
5 - Risking Immortality 
This section seeks to connect the universal risk incentive of social recognition and the 
traditions of creativity and standardization surrounding the social construction of adventure with 
a fundamental existential issue that is at the very heart of human decision making and perception.  
This will be explored through Becker’s (1984) analysis of “Transference Object” and 
Kierkegaard, Becker (1984), Heidegger (1962) and Sartre (1954)’s work on anxiety. The 
transference object and anxiety greatly influence the ways in which human beings connect to the 
world.  Through these concepts, we may bridge the gap between why adventure seekers actively 
engage in the social world which obscures a deep connection to the world. It also contributes a 
very deep, innate, existential motive of heroism through the pursuit of immortality, according to 
Becker (1973), to the discussion about risk taking incentives. Essentially, this section will add a 
much deeper layer of understanding to the inauthentic social construction of adventure by 
providing a foundational meaning for participating in adventure culture.  This will be done by 
exploring how human beings are socialized at birth to flee into the social world. Thus, through 
establishing a greater understanding of this phenomenon, we may begin to understand how 
individuals may connect to the raw natural world through adventure. 
5.1 - The Transference Object of Adventure 
At birth we are “thrown” into this world, not by choice and without any understanding of 
what we are or why we are here (Heidegger, 1962). The world is an essential mystery to be 
explored for truth of this matter.  However, the natural tendency to explore is not an independent 
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endeavor; it is also influenced by our social construction.  When we are thrown into the world, 
we are completely helpless and dependant on our social circumstance for survival.  Typically, 
this involves parents, people who look after us. But this thrownness (the fact that we exist and 
have no concept of how or why) creates an attunement to the world; a fundamental mood of 
anxiety that is created from the facticity of being (Becker, 1973, Heidegger, 1962).  However 
anxiety only arises in privileged moments; usually it is repressed (Becker 1974, Heidegger 1962, 
Sartre 1956).  In other words, the child does not know what to make of the fact that it exists, and 
this causes anxiety (Becker, 1973).  So how do the children deal with their fundamental anxiety?  
They create an environment that will give them safety and satisfaction. They learn to act and 
perceive their environment in such a way that they banish anxiety from it.  The child does this 
through transference of his parent’s perceived omnipotence and out of cowardice in regards to 
his own feeble existence.  Transference works to project qualities on something that do not exist 
and then subsume them into one’s own perception of character (Fromm, 1955, Freud 1915, Jung 
1956 as cited in Becker 1974). For the child, it perceives its parents as omnipotent and beyond 
death, which subdues its existential anxiety. This gives it a stable sense of identity and a strong 
sense of self-esteem.  As Becker describes it:  
The child can ground himself in a higher power that transcends him. Usually it is a 
combination of his parents, his social group, and the symbols of his society and nation.  
This is the unthinking web of support which allows him to believe in himself, as he 
functions on the automatic security of delegated powers.  He doesn’t of course admit to 
himself that he lives on borrowed powers, as that would lead him to question his own 
secure action, the very confidence he needs.  He has denied his creatureliness precisely 
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by imagining that he has secure power, and this secure power has been tapped by 
unconsciously leaning on the persons and things of his society. (Becker, 1973, pg. 141) 
According to Becker, the transference object allows the child to see everything in his parents that 
he does not yet understand of himself.  This gives him the strength and confidence to exist and 
making meaning in the world.  However, the child’s safety system is merely the beginning of a 
greater safety system that may pervade an entire lifetime. (Becker, 1974) 
 However, the issue of transference is that when one sets up their perception-action world 
to eliminate what is basic to it (anxiety), and then one fundamentally falsifies it (Fromm, 1955, 
Freud 1915, Jung 1956 as cited in Becker 1974). Furthermore, the child learns to to discover the 
world in the false sense of self-certainty which may persist into adulthood. However in 
adulthood, the safety system of the omnipotent parent may be dissolved or attributed to other 
things (Becker, 1973). In the example of the Crusaders in the Middle Ages, the safety structure 
was housed in a system of honor.  
  In contrast, voluntary risk-taking provides the template to respond to the constraints of 
the social world.  In fact, it is often considered by sociologists as a response to institutionalized 
roles and the constraints of modern life (Beedie 2013, Cater & Dash 2013, Lewis 2010, Lyng 
2005, Simmel 1950). Lewis (2010) in particular wrote about the adventure climbing body as 
opposed to the metropolitan body. The adventure climbing body is a world beyond the 
constraints of capitalism, industrialization, military power and surveillance; while the 
metropolitan body idealizes the constraints of modern life (Beedie 2013, Lewis 2010).  Lewis 
(2010) argued that the adventure climber experiences marginal situations of death, which 
condemns the user to consider the vulnerability of human beings (Lewis 2010). In doing so, 
one’s embodied awareness in their ineluctable change towards death allows for different 
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opportunities to glimpse life, and, perhaps, experience a better one (Lewis, 2010).  It is through 
the visceral awareness of death that the individual transcends the limits of the metropolitan 
body’s influence that dominates the individual’s reality (Lewis, 2010).  
Lewis portrayed a strong contrast between human beings in the social world as opposed 
to a deep engagement with the tactile organic world. However, he did not address the full 
pervasiveness of false consciousness on the individual’s perception while engaging in the 
adventure climbing body. This is where Becker’s (1973) insight into the nature of transference 
objects really plays out. Although the adventure climber may be transcending the metropolitan 
body through risk, he may also create the same constraints in the organic climbing body.  
According to Fromm: 
In order to overcome his sense of inner emptiness and impotence, man chooses an object 
onto whom he projects all his own human qualities: his love, intelligence, courage, etc.  
By submitting to this object, he feels in touch with his own qualities; he feels strong, 
wise, courageous, and secure.  To lose the object means the danger of losing himself.  
This mechanism, idolatric worship of an object, based on the fact of the individual’s 
alienation, is the central dynamism of transference, that which gives transference its 
strength and intensity. (Fromm 1955, as cited in Becker 1982 pg. 143) 
Would voluntary risk taking not provide a new safety structure for the individual to create a 
sense of self-certainty?  In this situation, the object is not another person but instead the object 
that creates risk.  This could be an ocean one crosses, a wave one surfs, a cliff one jumps off of 
etc. By conquering this object the individual fulfills the fundamental safety system evolved by 
the child.  She does this by creating self-certainty and subsuming the perceived qualities of the 
risk taking experience into her own character.  Just as the child saw everything in her parents she 
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could not yet understand of herself, the risk taker sees everything in herself of the object she will 
consume.  
A mountain may have the perceived qualities of strength, reverence, everlastingness or 
even immortality.  By climbing the mountain and overcoming the risk involved, the individual 
can adopt these characteristics and cultivate the same self-esteem and self-certainty that was 
established by the infant through the parent’s perceived omnipotence.  In Ed Viestures 
biographical journals of mountaineering, he described K2, the hardest mountain to climb in the 
world, as “the holy grail – and I am neither the first nor the last of its many worshippers to travel 
to the ends of the earth for the chance to grasp it in my hands” (2009, p.8).  To Viestures (2009) 
and many others, the mountain is the ultimate symbol of adventure and of his ambition in 
mountaineering of which one “unconsciously invests fragments of himself into the idolatric 
object” (Moore & Gillette, 2009, x).  From this point of view, objects of risk can take a divine 
overtone, a means to immortalize oneself in a nihilistic modernity.  
Through adventure pursuits one finds a tangible means to cultivate a sense of self-esteem. 
According to Becker (1973), having high self-esteem means having a sense of invulnerability.  
This is derived in three ways. First, from the power of the other; in the child it was the mother 
and father (Becker, 1973). In this thesis it is the object of risk. Secondly, it is done by 
overcoming vulnerability and by having secure possession of one’s own body as a safe locus 
under one’s control (Becker, 1973). Here the climber overcomes his bodily limitations by facing 
enormous challenges such as K2. Self-esteem, self-confidence and even power are obtained 
through consuming objects of risk in order to transcend the inevitability of death. The adventure 
paradigm provides a means to validate the self. Symbols of risk may be used as a transference 
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object to control terror, mitigate wonder and to defeat any visceral awareness of death. (Becker, 
1973)  
 In the movie documentary of big wave surfing “Riding Giants”, Laird Hamilton was 
featured; he is one of the greatest big wave surfers to ever live (Peralta, 2004). Laird and his 
family have recognized that Laird gets symptoms of depression during flat spells (periods of time 
where there are no ideal conditions to go big wave surfing) (Peralta, 2004). Without the object of 
risk, an individual may feel a lack of enthusiasm, vividness, and aliveness. This may be symptom 
of what Becker describes as “Transference Terror”.  According to Becker. Transference terror is: 
the terror of losing the object, of displeasing it, of not being able to live without it. The 
terror of his own finitude and impotence still haunts him, but now in the precise form of 
the transference object.  The transference object always looms larger than life size 
because it represents all of life and hence all of one’s fate.  The transference object 
becomes the focus of the problem of one’s freedom because one is compulsively 
dependent on it; it sums up all other natural dependencies and emotions. (Becker 1973, 
pg. 146) 
In adventure pursuits, the object that created risk must be consumed and another will be needed 
to fill its place. False consciousness caters to this point of view, where the oppression of 
capitalism and the emphasis on defining oneself through objects and symbols creates a 
fetishizing of objects of risk (Cater & Dash 2013).  This could be anything from a mountain to 
the equipment used to climb it (look up the ice ax collection of Steve House on YouTube), which 
“are worshipped for their almost magical qualities” (Cater & Dash 2013, pg. 18).  Fetishism is a 
common psychological offshoot of the transference object (Becker 1974).  Therefore, there may 
not be enough summits, waves, rivers or challenges that can shed light on the root of one’s 
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malady, since the user is dependent upon consuming objects of risk.  However, the individual is 
trapped in the tradition of false-consciousness, which becomes misunderstood as one’s ‘unique’ 
sense of identity and expression of dignity. This could lead to an infinite pursuit, which is 
enigmatic in its roots since the risk-taking experience must be constantly used to create a stable 
sense of identity and self-esteem.  The risk taking experiences become a safe environment to 
exist in the world by creating psychological refuge from anxiety so long as objects can be 
continually consumed. Moreover, the risk taking experience allows the individual to mitigate a 
visceral awareness of death. However, the relief is merely for the time being… One can only 
escape a particular death and not death itself (Heidegger, 1962). Consequently, the temporary 
relief from the inevitability of death allows the individual to gain invaluable metaphysical 
answers through risk and ‘adventure’.  Defeating death through risk becomes an essential means 
to explain the nature of being-in-the-world. Based on the historical incentives for risk-taking, 
voluntary risk-taking may be, by its very nature, a built-in coping mechanism for the 
fundamental issue of the child and the persistent issue of the adult: anxiety.  Evidently, the social 
construction of the child’s reality has evolved into a new form as the adult by reifying an 
institution of adventure. This allows the individual to house a sense of self-certainty. It is ironic 
to see that to see that literally risking one’s life is actually the safest place to be. 
5.2 - The Call to Heroics 
The potential underlying motive for false consciousness that drives the safety structure of 
adventure culture is “The Call to Heroics”.  Becker (1973) coined this term to describe how 
every human being has as a deep, fundamental drive to feel as though their life is beyond the 
ordinary.  This can be understood through one of the great psychological discoveries of Freud: 
that every human being has an innate narcissism (Freud, 1915 as cited in Becker, 1973).  
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Narcissism is a fundamental need for every individual to feel of primary value in the universe, 
representing in them, all of life (Becker 1973, Moore & Gillette 1990).  
His sense of self-worth is constituted symbolically, his cherished narcissism feeds on 
symbols, on an abstract idea of his own worth, an idea composed of sounds, words and 
images, in the air, in the mind, on paper.  This means that man’s natural yearning for 
organismic activity, the pleasures of incorporation and expansion, can be fed limitlessly 
in the domain of symbols and so into immortality. (Becker 1974, pg. 148) 
Freud noted that this narcissism is unconscious, without the awareness of death or time: in man’s 
physiochemical inner organic recesses, he feels immortal (Freud 1915, as cited in Becker 1973).  
Unfortunately, a man whose identity feeds on symbols must constantly compare himself to those 
around him to make sure he does not come off second best (Becker, 1973).  To Becker, man 
must desperately justify himself as an object of primary value in the universe. He must stand out, 
be a hero, make the biggest possible contribution to world life, and show that he counts more 
than anything or anyone else (Becker, 1973).  Becker notes that in modern times, narcissism and 
the call to heroics pervades our everyday lives beyond our immediate perception. People hide 
their innate need for heroism by having only a little better home in a neighborhood, a bigger car, 
and brighter children (Becker, 1973). But underneath is a fundamental need to feel one’s life and 
existence is beyond ordinary meaning (Becker, 1973).   
Adventure can serve this heroism by being a symbolic action system, with a structure of 
roles and statuses to determine rules and behavior with which one can identify and use to 
compare oneself to others.  In adventure, participants can be “heroic” by taking risk; they get a 
sense of heroism by feeling as though their risk-taking is important while the absurdity this point 
of view becomes masked by false consciousness.  For example, people who do first ascents in 
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mountain climbing may have a sense of great worth because they have done something that no 
one else has done.  The climber can name the route in honor of their first ascent and can subsume 
the perceived qualities of their ascent into their own character.  This transference object gives a 
sense of cultural capital and heroism because their project is unique, important and immortalized 
in the history of adventure culture.  In contrast, people who repeat highly valued adventure 
pursuits are attempting to do the same thing but less originally.  Hundreds of people travel to 
Mount Everest every year to climb the highest mountain in the world.  This gives them a sense of 
heroism because they are accomplishing something that is perceived as a highly valuable 
achievement in society.  They become important because of the perceived symbolic significance 
of Mount Everest and may be a ‘hero’ of their culture for accomplishing what others have not.  
Through false consciousness, one believes they are ‘transcending’ society by taking risk which 
fulfills the fundamental drive for heroism. Essentially, the adventure performance works to 
elevate one’s sense of self by overcoming risk. (Becker, 1973) (Berger, 1984) 
Perhaps the greatest irony in adventure culture is the emergence of the “GoPro Hero 
Camera” which has set an unprecedented ability to share experiences in increasingly remote 
wilderness locations.  It is a small camera of incredible quality that can be mounted on the head, 
chest, surfboard, ski poles and more. The marketing slogan is literally “Be a Hero”, where the 
individual can catch every aspect of a risk taking experience on the portable little camera 
attached to their head.  Here, the individual is the center of attention in an extraordinary 
experience which they can take home to put on display for their peers or hoard to obsess over its 
magical qualities.  (Stewart-Patterson, personal communication, November 2013) 
As we have discussed, the paradox of false consciousness is used to create an ‘original’ 
sense of identity through ones expression of dignity.  However, a deeper paradox emerges, where 
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individuals lose their dignity by voluntarily putting themselves in adversely risky situations in 
order to overcome their animal bodies, death and anxiety.  Obviously they know, on an 
intellectual level, that they will die. However, it’s the symbolic actions that depict the contrary 
and imply a deep-rooted need to escape it.  Through the pursuit of social and cultural capital in 
adventure culture, we create what Becker (1973) calls “immortality projects”.  Immortality 
projects are created by finding meaning, experiencing self-esteem and practicing heroism 
(Becker, 1973).  Some common immortality projects are: making a name for oneself, leaving a 
legacy, making a difference in the world or practicing a religion.  The Christian religion is an 
especially remarkable achievement in that “slaves, cripples, imbeciles, the simple and the mighty 
may become secure in their heroism by taking a step back from the world into another dimension 
of things, the dimension called heaven” (Becker 1973, pg. 160).  These activities are important 
because they either establish a sense of immortality among the individual by creating cultural 
artifacts which last long after our bodies decay or give them a symbolic system to believe that 
they will become immortal (such as Christianity’s concept of heaven) (Becker, 1973).  
Adventure pursuits provide a template to mitigate the perception of death, by constantly 
overcoming it, and it allows one to carve out their immortality by leaving cultural artifacts such 
as a legacy, the names of routes, books, video (like the hero cam) etc. Consider a man like 
Reinhold Mesner, who has immortalized his legacy in adventure culture as the greatest alpinist 
of all time. (Becker, 1973) 
Consequently, when we are blinded by false consciousness, we use adventure culture and 
adventure pursuits to create a sense of ‘heroism’ or to create immortality projects, which causes 
us to lose our dignity by fleeing into the social world.  Extraordinary risk taking may become 
quite emotionally easy, as the individual’s immortality is at stake.  For example, summit fever is 
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a well-documented occurrence in mountaineering. This is when a person’s anticipation of getting 
to the top of the mountain causes them to disregard safety and ethics.  The primary theories 
behind this are high altitude fatigue or the pressure caused by putting so much money and time 
into the project (Krakauer, 1997). Another explanation has been that mountaineers are often 
egomaniacs or sociopaths (Agonistes 1986, R. Cloutier, personal communication, February 
2013). This is a well-supported argument as depicted by the shocking decision making of 
Gustavo Lisi in the book “High Crimes: The Fate of Everest in an Age of Greed” (2008).  Lisi is 
a self-proclaimed guide who leaves his client, who could be rescued, for dead on Mount Everest.  
After leaving his client and failing to reach the summit, he then steals the summit photos of 
another climber and claims the climber on top of the mountain was himself. After the expedition 
he took the story of his Mount Everest climb story back to his home country and became famous  
(Kodas, 2008).   
Wilson’s (2013) explanation of summit fever has to do with an individual’s perception of 
risk.  Climbers often carry and consume bottled oxygen to improve their performance and to 
decrease the risks of altitude sickness in high altitude mountaineering. However, this has an 
implication on their perception of reality: “by sucking gas into my ragged lungs, I enjoyed a 
strange unwarranted sense of calm. The world beyond the mask was stupendously vivid but not 
quite real” (Wilson 2013, pg. 31).  Wilson (2013) argued that summit fever occurred because the 
allure of the summit is closely associated with socially constructed denials of dangers and risks 
in the death zone. This leads to poor decision making because one loses the perception of their 
abilities and the actual risks.  
Wilson has basically highlighted a major aspect of this thesis. Individuals who take risks 
do not viscerally understand death or truly believe that what they are doing could cause them to 
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die.  Their perception is vivid but not quite real (Wilson, 2013)… Moreover R. Cloutier 
(personal communication February 2013) and Agonistes (1984) highlight how climbers are 
overly narcissistic: which is the defining characteristic of Heroism.  Therefore, it is reasonable to 
conclude that individuals are fighting with the very safety system they depend on for self-
certainty. They are fighting for their heroism and immortality!  Perhaps the high altitude fatigue 
creates intoxication where the individual is acting on more basic automatic processing; this 
causes one’s need for heroism to dominate. Social Psychologists describe this as ego-depletion 
where one’s self-control and willpower draws from a limited amount of mental resources; when 
the energy for mental activity becomes low, self-control is impaired (Baron 2009). In essence, 
the climber loses control of everything but her most primary desire: heroism.  Consequently, 
becoming dependent on consuming the object of risk may significantly decrease the emotional 
challenges of the risk-taking experience. One believes one is beyond death because one is in a 
hypnotic state in the pursuit of immortality.  This serves to distance the individual from the true 
reality of the experience, a deep connection to the world and its risks of death.   
Throughout this section, I have introduced a fundamental, deep, intrinsic source of 
motivation to take risk: heroism and immortality. This is the underlying incentive that pervades 
false consciousness and the loss of dignity through the social construction of adventure. At 
infancy, we learn to banish anxiety and a visceral awareness of death through the transference of 
our parent’s omnipotence (Becker, 1973).   In adulthood, this safety structure evaporates as the 
vulnerability of one’s parents becomes clear (Becker, 1973). Consequently, the safety structure 
becomes manifested in other things. Therefore, individuals may perceive and subsume the 
qualities of a transference object into their own character.  This gives them the ability to defeat 
anxiety and a visceral awareness of death through the consumption of objects of risk.  The 
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emergence of anxiety as the source for connecting to the social world demands that we study it 
further.  By doing so, connecting to the world through the phenomenon of adventure will become 
clearer.  
6 - Existential Anxiety 
Throughout this paper, I have argued how human beings have been using adventure 
pursuits to generate social capital and status, and I have also argued that human beings have used 
adventure to help cope with fundamental existential issues of anxiety and death. In doing so, 
adventurers have lost access to their dignity through false consciousness and despair as they are 
unconsciously manipulated by the celebration of risk in adventure culture. I will now explore 
how anxiety and death can actually be confronted through risk taking. Through this analysis, I 
expect to show how anxiety can be used in decision making as a means to question ones 
motivations and allow the user to organically connect to the experience in a seamless continuity 
of life. I will also argue that through this existential anxiety, the user may have an authentic or 
inauthentic encounter with phenomenon of adventure. Furthermore, a spectrum of experience 
will be assessed to determine the potential learning outcomes that are possible along the 
spectrum of authentic and inauthentic adventure.  This analysis will be done using the concept of 
anxiety according to Soren Kierkegaard, Martin Heidegger and Jean-Paul Sartre. Moreover, there 
are two ways in which we confront and avoid anxiety according to these scholars: anxiety in the 
face of freedom and anxiety in the face of nothing. This will be addressed through case studies. 
For Kierkegaard, anxiety has theological origins, in the myth of the Fall, the ejection of 
Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden.  When man developed self-consciousness, he emerged 
from the comfortable ignorance that beastly instincts and nature provide, which created a great 
penalty, that of anxiety.  Kierkegaard portrayed this through God’s judgement on man; if Adam 
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eats the fruit of the tree of knowledge, God tells him “Thou shalt surely die.”  By eating from the 
tree of knowledge, Adam learned the ultimate terror of a self-conscious existence: the knowledge 
that one will inevitably die (Kierkegaard). This is an unprecedented insight in the animal 
kingdom, and man’s sole weight to bear: that death is man’s peculiar and greatest anxiety 
(Becker, 1973). 
Heidegger (1962) adopted Kierkegaard’s initial insights into anxiety and used it as a 
means to describe how the world is disclosed to beings and how being in the world is revealed.  
Heidegger explains that we are generally caught up in our everyday activities, the things that are 
superficially important to ourselves to get through the day.  This is our first and foremost 
relationship to the world and bridges into Becker’s (1973) built in safety system of the child.   
Human existence, in its every-day activities, is never without a mood. Moods are an 
attunement to the world, how we relate to beings as a whole and to ourselves; it is how we 
orientate ourselves to the world and create networks of significance. Whether we are happy or 
sad, exited or mad, a mood is always present and are first and foremost dictated by how we relate 
to the external forces of the world (Heidegger, 1962). But Heidegger (1962) explains how 
anxiety differs from other moods.  It has the ability to re-orient us to the world.  To Heidegger 
(1962), anxiety is in the face of nothing, and he contrasts this with the idea of fear.  Fear is of an 
object that has a threatening character.  It reveals that a being in the world can cause one harm 
because there is impending danger, which could ultimately cause one to die.  However, fear is 
ambiguous, because the danger is impeding but it has not occurred and there is uncertainty if it 
will. To Heidegger, we are ultimately anxious of death; however, we attribute our anxiety to an 
object that can cause us harm, an object of fear, which obscures the true nature of anxiety.  
Anxiety, on the other hand, is “in the face of” something, but it is not about anything specific and 
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is without any definable reason.  It is an all pervasive feeling that has no object.  When one 
questions what one is anxious about, it is seems unanswerable yet we need an answer, and this 
answer is undeniably nothing, since one could never say for certain what they are anxious about.  
One might say that there is nothing wrong but still feel anxiety.  (Heidegger, 1962) 
But too often beings attribute their anxiety to this or that thing in order to continue to 
cope and distract from the facticity of death (Heidegger, 1962). This uncertainty through anxiety 
or this nothing that one is anxious about serves a purpose, which is to reorient one to the world, 
as the ‘everyday’ world sinks away in indifference (Heidegger, 1962).  
According to Heidegger, the authentic awareness of death individualizes the person by 
revealing the essential meaninglessness of the world and all of one’s involvements in it 
because there is nothing and no one in the world, which can remove from one the 
necessity of dying.  In anxiety before death, one is thus thrown back on oneself and 
forced to take responsibility for one’s existence and for whatever meaning one assigns to 
things, activities and other persons in the world.  This then allows one to grasp hold of 
ones possibilities for being authentically and to make them one’s own: in the face of 
ultimate meaninglessness of the world, one chooses oneself and chooses what is 
important or meaningful for oneself. (B. Baugh, personal communication, December 
2013 as cited from Heidegger 1962).  
Instead of being consumed by our everyday activities, the importance of them is suspended, as 
we are pulled into the true meaninglessness of our priorities.  In anxiety, the world is disclosed to 
us in the most basic and fundamental manner, and provides the opportunity to confront the safety 
system that has pervaded one’s entire existence from birth (Becker, 1973, Heidegger, 1962). 
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There is a strong contrast between constantly being repelled by and pulled toward anxiety; of 
wanting to know why it is there, but avoiding it because it is uncomfortable.   
 To Jean Paul Sartre (1956), anxiety has a very different face.  Anxiety is in the face of 
freedom or of one’s own conduct.  It is anxiety based on the fact of what is possible for a being.  
He portrayed this through the feeling of vertigo.   
I stand at the edge of a precipice and look down. I begin to feel a little dizzy. What’s 
going on here? It can hardly be that I am, in any objective sense, afraid of falling over the 
edge (at least not in most cases). Let’s suppose the ground is reasonably firm, the wind is 
not blowing so hard it’s going to puff me over the rim, there’s no real likelihood of an 
earthquake. None of that is what is really causing my dizziness. No. For Sartre, what is 
bothering me is not the possibility that I might fall; it’s the possibility that I might jump. 
There is no other way to accommodate the facts. I look, as it were, down there into the 
future and see myself tumbling (Spade, 1996)head over heels over the edge to my death. 
Now, of course, in an obvious sense, I am not that man I see in the future. I’m up here on 
the top, reasonably intact; he’s down there on the bottom, all smashed. No, that’s me. 
And yet, it’s not me. I am what I am not, and I am not what I am. And, just as in the case 
of the gambler looking into the past, so too here in the case of the future, there is a way of 
putting this in terms of freedom: What is it that prevents me from being that man in the 
future in so strong a sense that I too propel myself over the side? Answer: Nothing. What 
is it that compels me to do it? Nothing. In short, nothing SEPARATES me from that 
prospect. And that nothingness is just another way of talking about freedom. (Sartre 1956 
as cited in Spade 1996) 
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To Sartre, there is still anxiety in the face of nothing, but it is anxiety in the face of freedom of 
one’s conduct.  Essentially, there is nothing that separates one from one’s own freedom. The 
fascination with your freedom can sometimes lead you to do that which is most horrifying, like 
jumping off the cliff.  The point of these contrasts is to show that in anxiety, one no longer 
interprets oneself in terms of the external forces of the world, but instead directs oneself inward 
towards what is essentially possible for oneself in that moment.  It creates a confrontation with 
one’s own freedom of existence and the ability to make a decision. It confronts us with the basic 
and primary awareness of death.  
These two different types of anxiety are very persistent throughout voluntary risk taking 
and are essential in connecting the user to the experience.  Anxiety in the face of nothing is more 
likely the type of anxiety you would face during a “misadventure”, which is an adventure gone 
wrong.  One feels anxiety in the face of nothing because death is real and foreseeable in the near 
future on both an intellectual and visceral level. On the other hand, anxiety in the face of 
freedom occurs in a typical risk taking experience.  This would occur when the person 
recognizes that they have the freedom to risk their life, and they feel anxiety because nothing 
holds them back from doing so.  Therefore, they feel anxiety because they have the freedom to 
take this risk, and this risk may ultimately lead to their death. Unfortunately, anxiety often gets 
misinterpreted and repressed.  People flee into the social world during risk taking; one may be 
anxious about “the climb”, “the trip”, or “the rapid” rather than understand they are anxious 
about the potential reality of their decisions to take risk: that to risk is to risk death. Sometimes 
anxiety may be totally repressed when the object of risk is used as a transference object to 
overcome and defeat death through heroism and immortality (we looked at the example of 
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summit fever).  Therefore, it is essential to understand anxiety and use it as a tool uncover one’s 
true intentions.  This way, the individual can be truly responsible in their decision making. 
This section explored the concept of anxiety according to Kierkegaard, Heidegger (1962), 
and Sartre (1954).  To Kierkegaard, anxiety is a result of self-consciousness, the awareness that 
one shall surely die.  Hiedegger (1962) built on this insight to show how individuals misinterpret 
anxiety and attribute it to different things in the social world.  However, anxiety may suspend the 
individual as the ‘everyday’ world sinks away in indifference.  Heidegger believes that human 
beings are thrown back onto themselves in anxiety because nothing else has any significance.  It 
provides a distinct and profound opportunity to make a decision.  Sartre (1954) showed how 
anxiety can also be understood in terms of one’s freedom.  An individual feels anxious because 
nothing holds them back from the freedom to do what is most horrifying, like jumping off a 
precipice. The most important insight into anxiety is that it confronts an individual with two 
choices: to flee from oneself into the social world to be inauthentic, or to reclaim oneself through 
a courageous confrontation with death to be authentic. With this thought in mind, we can now 
explore how anxiety plays out in decision making to either connect an individual to the social 
world or provide a deep encounter with raw natural experience.    
6.1 - Anxiety, Authentic and Inauthentic Adventure 
Through anxiety and the decisions made when experiencing anxiety, the individual is 
presented with choices.  This section will look at an example of how anxiety in the face of 
freedom and anxiety in the face of nothing is experienced through risk. Essentially, the decisions 
we make in light of death and anxiety allows the individual to transcend the social construction 
of adventure to experience adventure as an authentic phenomenon. This creates a deep 
connection to the world. The definitions of authenticity and inauthenticity will be explored as 
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they relate to adventure.  Simmel (1911) described the phenomenon of adventure beautifully as: 
the connection to the world as a synthesis between the individual and a seamless continuity with 
life that goes beyond immediate rationality. He believed that adventure, as does art, stands over 
and against life, in that they are both intimately woven with life itself; however the profound 
moments of adventure seem to stand apart (Simmel 1911). This occurs through a ‘dignified’ 
interest in the activity, rather than being guided by external forces. Through the phenomenon of 
adventure, one may have profound experiences of wonder, awe, and the sublime. (Heidegger, 
1977) 
Through anxiety, individuals are faced with two choices.  One choice leads to 
inauthenticity, where the individual flees into the social safety system and so flees from being an 
individual (Heidegger 1962).  Inauthenticity weakens the responsibility of an individual’s 
actions, which makes decisions seem as though they are already made. We have examined a 
variety of examples in adventure culture that are inauthentic such as: social recognition, 
standardization, and false-consciousness.  The traditions of adventure are essential to us having 
access to activities with meaning; however they may lead the individual to make decisions in 
light of the traditions, and not in light of what one is authentically passionate about. Other 
inauthentic experiences we looked at are the pursuit of heroism and immortality.  Through 
heroism and the pursuit of immortality, the individual is guided by the need to feel of primary 
value in the universe, banishing anxiety, and overcoming the ineluctability of death.  This leads 
the individual to make decisions solely for the self-certainty created by heroism and immortality.  
Consequently, one loses access to their dignity by doing something they are inauthentically 
passionate about. Making decisions without the responsibility and awareness of the risk one is 
taking is also inauthentic, such as summit fever, where the individuals loses the awareness of the 
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risk they are taking and so they lose the perception of death as an immediate possibility. Through 
inauthenticity, the individual is rendered irresponsible for their own decisions because their 
decisions are made in light of external forces (Heidegger 1962).  The individual is ‘lost’ through 
conformity and socialization. From this perspective, the individual loses the ability to understand 
death viscerally because they are trying to overcome a visceral awareness of death by making 
meaning in the social world. In essence, “the fundamental premise of inauthentic adventure is 
that by surmounting a present risk of death, one has overcome death entirely” (B. Baugh, 
personal communication, 2013). Thus the individual loses the chance to deeply connect to the 
world and the phenomenon of adventure is lost.   
The other choice in risk taking leads to authenticity.  Authenticity is being true to one’s 
spirit and character. In essence, authentic adventure is “choosing adventure as something 
meaningful to oneself in connection with one’s choice of oneself in the face of one’s own 
ineluctable finitude and mortality” (B. Baugh, personal communication, December 2013). Being 
authentic means embodying dignity by retrieving oneself from the social world to be who one 
truly is. This means being truly individualized through an authentic understanding of being 
towards death.  It is an awareness of “ones finite and mortal existence rather than a way of 
magically trying to overcome or “cheat” death, as it is in inauthentic adventure” (B. Baugh, 
personal communication, December 2013).  In doing so, one is not being dominated by tradition, 
heroism, immortality etc. Rather, one is authentically passionate for the task at hand. Being 
authentic means understanding traditions and making decisions in light of death while being 
truly responsible for those decisions.  This involves understanding anxiety towards death, but not 
in relation to an event that may occur.  Rather, it is the awareness of death as an essential human 
possibility that is inevitable.  Being authentic means facing the true origins of anxiety when 
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making decisions, and taking responsibility for one’s existence when choosing to take risks. 
There is a great reward from authentic adventure, in that a far greater depth of satisfaction, joy 
and even peace is obtained; this is the defining difference between one who participates in 
adventure and one who is dependent on it.  (Heidegger, 1962) 
When anxiety is present in risk taking, the actual act may be the same for someone who is 
confronting anxiety as it is for someone who is avoiding it, but it is the intentions behind the act 
that depict how one has dealt with the anxiety. For example: a rock climber scaling a cliff, she is 
at a position where the terrain gets significantly difficult; she is unsure if she can climb it, she 
has placed protection into cracks in the cliff to keep her from hitting the ground but the strength 
of the rock is questionable, if she fell, her gear could fail and she could hit the ground. 
 There are a variety of different ways that the climber could deal with the anxiety of her 
situation. It is through the individual perception of the situation that the motivation and emotions 
of the act can be uncovered. These categories can be broken up into the following definitions:  
Ignorance, Fear, social recognition, and Awareness.  
1) Bad Faith: The climber decided to have faith that her gear will in fact hold her 
fall, or maybe she believed she placed enough gear that something will hold. This is what Sartre 
(1947) calls “Bad Faith”, where the individual deceives herself and adopts a false sense of 
security to give her the strength to climb. She climbs with the confidence that her gear is good 
when it ultimately is not. This is an act of self-deception; she climbs without truly appreciating 
the risk she is taking. She does not make her decision in light of death, rather she must convince 
herself to be beyond death to have the courage to act, this is similar to those with summit fever. 
Through bad faith, one loses the ability to deeply connect to the world, since one is not truly 
aware of their reality and possibility of death within the world.   
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2) False Consciousness: through false consciousness, the climber will choose to 
take the risk for the social recognition, heroism and potential immortality generated by an 
accomplishment; she decides that taking the risk is worth the superficial gain she will receive in 
society.  The climber scales the cliff as a desperate attempt to validate her own existence and is 
completely dependent on consuming the object of risk.  
3) Fear: the climber will not climb any further; she is consumed by fear created by 
the rock climb.  She is afraid of an external event such as falling, injury, and death.  However the 
danger perceived through fear is ambiguous; there is uncertainty if it will happen. Through fear, 
the world is revealed as threatening.  However, through experiencing fear the climber fails to 
recognize that she has the choice to climb or not climb. As Heidegger put it: “striving to rescue 
himself from this particular thing, he becomes unsure of everything else and completely ‘loses 
his head’” (Heidegger 1977, 100). For the climber, not climbing is the only option because it will 
relieve the stress of fear. This is inauthentic because she is not making a decision with 
awareness, in light of death.  Rather, she is fleeing from the visceral awareness of death and so 
fleeing from herself. (Heidegger 1977) 
 In all of these situations, the climber is making her decisions unaware of her actual 
circumstance, and so she decides to climb or not climb while being guided by external forces.  
These types of ‘adventures’ are objective and subjective because the decisions made are in light 
of their connection to the social world. These decisions are also inauthentic and obscure a deep 
connection to the world.  
4) Awareness:  In essence, the climber undertakes the adventure in full awareness of 
death as an inevitable possibility and in full awareness of her freedom to choose to act. She is 
completely aware of her circumstance, she knows her gear is untrustworthy, and she knows she 
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may fall and could hit the ground: which would likely result in her death.  She feels anxiety 
because she understands she has the freedom to embark on this adventure and nothing can stop 
her from doing so. However, she must make a decision between climbing and not climbing: she 
understands she may not live if she continues to climb. But she is authentically passionate and 
inspired by the climb. Therefore, she is making a decision to take a risk and accepting the 
consequences in light of a visceral awareness of death.  In doing so, she is individualized, 
original and authentic in that moment; this deeply connects her to the world.  
Adventure may yet serve another purpose, one that does not involve anxiety in the face of 
freedom in order to deeply connect to the world.  In this type of adventure, the individual is 
acting solely from the influence of external forces to guide their motivations. However, through 
the risk taking experience they may come to terms with the significance of their actions. This 
type of anxiety suits Heidegger’s (1962) framework of “anxiety in the face of nothing”, and is 
more likely to occur in a “misadventure”.  
 Take for example, the true story of Aron Lee Ralson, who survived a canyoneering 
accident in south-eastern Utah.   
He was exploring on his own when he fell and his right arm was trapped under a boulder, 
which stranded him in the canyon for 5 days. When he ran out of food and water on the 
fifth day, he was forced to drink his own urine. He carved his name, date of birth and 
presumed date of death into the sandstone canyon wall, and videotaped his last goodbyes 
to his family. He did not expect to survive the night. After waking at dawn the following 
day (Thursday, May 1) he had an epiphany that he could break his radius and ulna bones 
using torque against his trapped arm. He did so, and then amputated his arm, which took 
about one hour with his multi-tool; it was a dull two-inch knife. (Inbar, 2009) 
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In this this situation, there was no adventure until something went wrong.  External forces were 
guiding Ralson’s motivation.  He knew the canyon very well and never believed something 
could go wrong there; that is why he never told anyone where he was going or what he was 
doing- not to enhance the experience, but out of arrogance.  When something did go wrong, his 
world as he knew it fell apart.  This is something that Heidegger talks about when facing the 
nothing – one is literally shattered to the core of one’s being by the nothing where all meaning 
and significance in the world falls away (Heidegger, 1977).  
For Ralson, he fantasized about seeing his family, friends, and lovers.  In his dreams, he 
saw a vision of an unborn child. He finally understood the full meaning of death and that he will 
in fact die – very soon.  There is no more safety system to distract him from the fact that death is 
the utmost possibility of his being, the very last thing and only thing that is truly his and his 
alone (Heidegger, 1977).  In anxiety before death, he was completely individualized; beyond the 
understanding that everyone dies, there was only the fact that he will die and will be completely 
alone (Heidegger, 1962, Sartre, 1965).  No one will die with him or in his place; it is his 
experience alone (Sartre, 1956).  For Ralson, this epiphany taught him to act decisively. 
Knowing that he will not live forever and that he cannot live through others (no one is coming to 
save him), he cut off his arm... He was as Heidegger proclaims “held out into the nothing, and 
the nothing makes us free” (Heidegger, 1962).   After the accident, Ralson become a 
motivational speaker who talks about how his ordeal taught him how to live life to the fullest 
(Inbar, 2009). 
Ralson’s epiphany is not something distinctly known to adventure alone; Sartre described 
something similar in the Republic of Silence: “we were never more free than during the German 
occupation” (Sartre, 1947, pg. 1). Here Sartre was describing the uncanny freedom unknown to 
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the French people after the Nazi invasion.  During the occupation, many French had the choice, 
between collaborating with the oppression of the Nazis or resistance.  In oppression came life, 
but in what sense?  Not the life they were accustomed to or valued; it would be a life un-free and 
dictated by the Nazis.  On the other hand, there was resistance, where every Frenchman became 
acutely aware of, as Sartre puts it: “Exile, Captivity, and especially death.” Frenchmen had the 
realization and understanding that they are mortal and that each choice they made “with their life 
and being was an authentic choice because it was made face to face with death, it could always 
be expressed in these terms: Rather death than…”   (Sartre, 1947, pg. 2) 
It seems that adventure is not merely a fact of something that can be done; adventure 
becomes an essential position of awareness of a situation one is in, based on risk and the 
unknown.  This is where anxiety is present while engaging in voluntary risk. Anxiety places one 
in a position to make decisions that define one as an individual. Not an individual in relation to 
something, but being individualized, or being original in that moment. A seamless continuity 
between life and adventure is created when one is doing what they are authentically passionate 
about. Simmel described the adventure as something similar, where the experience “connects 
with the character and identity of the bearer of that life - that it does so in the widest sense, 
transcending, by a mysterious necessity, life’s more narrowly rational aspects” (Simmel 1911). 
The climber in our previous example who chose to take the risk could have just as easily chose 
not to take the risk, so long as they made that decision with the awareness of and responsibility 
for the situation.  For the adventurer, anxiety is a source of knowledge, an inner compass, if you 
will.  Anxiety helps one to understand what is essentially important to a person in the position to 
make a decision based on their possibilities. One can express their dignity by choosing to 
authentically confront these possibilities or be inauthentic by avoiding them through fleeing into 
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the social safety system of false consciousness, standardization, heroism, immortality, and self-
deception (of the actual risk).   
As we have seen, adventure provides the opportunity to make authentic and inauthentic 
decisions; by bringing the unknown into a context where the possibility of death is manifested.  
Through risk taking experiences, one may feel anxious that nothing can stop one from taking a 
risk. However, it is essential that the individual makes their decisions in light of their awareness 
of death, as their own ineluctable possibility, and not be guided by external forces. Through 
anxiety, an individual may deeply question the true intentions of their risk taking pursuit. 
Adventure also provides a platform to be “shattered by the nothing” and realize the finitude of 
one’s existence.  For Heidegger, death brings up the philosophical epiphany of “Why are there 
beings at all, instead of nothing?”  As Heidegger says, we understand ourselves in terms of the 
ability to be, but ultimately in our ability to not be which allows us to grasp being at all 
(Heidegger, 1962).  When you understand the possibility of not being at all, then you get this 
sense of wonder that things are at all; this teaches us to be authentic (Heidegger 1977, Simmel 
1911).  Through being authentically passionate about what one is doing, a seamless continuity 
with life and deep connection to the world occurs. 
7 Discussion: learning from authentic and inauthentic experiences 
Outdoor educators are faced with the difficult decision of considering how much 
processing creates effective learning.  Educators frame and relate an experience and ultimately 
draw out or facilitate learning from the individual through processing an experience. Adventure 
educators have battled with the concept of letting the experience speak for itself compared to 
more ongoing processing during the experience including frontloading and debriefing (Cashel et 
al. 2006, Ewart 1983, Ewart 1989, Gilbertson 2006, McKenzie 2000, Priest 2009, Prouty 2007). 
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Therefore, the challenge is to consider where the most effective learning takes place.  Should the 
experience be natural, raw and ‘authentic’ to, as Walsh and Golins (as cited in Cashel et al.) put 
it, “let the mountains speak for themselves” or, can desired learning occur in contrived 
experiences?  Ultimately, effective learning has been demonstrated in both authentic and 
inauthentic experiences.  The debate is trending towards striking a balance between authentic and 
inauthentic, between natural and contrived, between no formal processing and too much 
processing.  However, understanding the difference between authentic and inauthentic 
experiences is perhaps the first issue to address when considering how, what and where specific 
learning takes place. Some individuals may need to be facilitated into more profound and 
authentic awareness beginning with less authentic experiences, while the experience will speak 
for itself to others.  Therefore, it is not a matter of right and wrong but recognizing and crafting 
the ideal frame or point of view for an individual or group.  This ultimately involves considering 
where, on the authentic and inauthentic spectrum, a desirable type of learning occurs rather than 
quantify an experience by taking the same position on the spectrum for every person or group. (I. 
Stewart Patterson, personal communication, December 2013).  
There is also a moral and ethical discussion to be had by both an educator and culpable 
institution in regards to an individual’s introduction to responsible risk taking.  Should 
individuals be introduced to risk taking activities without a proper education on adventure 
traditions?  Is it enough to teach one how to physically be safe through the standardization of 
technology and techniques or, is it not essential to illuminate the potential social, psychological 
and existential intoxication that draws many people to take inauthentic risk in the first place?  In 
other words, is the fundamental learning outcome of adventure education not to cultivate 
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authenticity and the awareness of authenticity and inauthenticity to ground the individual to 
avoid ‘playing games with death’? 
8 - Conclusion 
This essay has deconstructed the social realities of adventure in an attempt to create a 
greater understanding of adventure as a phenomenon.  The literature has argued over the 
meaning of adventure; the essential argument was over the amount of risk, and the venue that is 
necessary for an adventure experience. Despite the controversy, one central theme emerged: that 
adventure occurs from a deep connection to the world.  However, there was a lack of 
understanding in regards to how individuals deeply connect to the world. This essay has been an 
effort to close that gap.  As we have discovered, risk and the unknown is a perpetual state; we are 
in it all the time. However the social construction of adventure obscures that reality.  This serves 
to maintain an intellectual understanding of death to control existential anxiety. Paradoxically, in 
the framing of ‘adventure’ as a concept, we lose access to it, and in the pursuit of ‘adventure,’ 
one moves further from it. In essence, ‘adventure’ wishes to know nothing about adventure 
because the phenomenon, the thing itself, requires admitting an intimate vulnerability in the 
world while the social construction of adventure helps hide this vulnerability.  
 Through adventure, there is a contrast between being in an inauthentic and socially 
constructed adventure as opposed to an authentic experience that is adventure as a phenomenon. 
Inauthentic adventure, or ‘playing games with death’, is maintained by a trivial engagement with 
risky experiences.  The individual does not truly believe that death could actually happen to them 
and is guided by external forces of adventure culture, heroism and immortality.  In doing so, they 
lose access to their dignity. Relying on external forces, including traditions and conventions, is 
extremely critical, as it detaches the individual from being responsible in activities that demand 
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responsibility.  Rather than be dominated by traditions and conventions, it is crucial to 
understand them as essential to arrive at the doorstep of activities with meaning. ‘Playing games 
with death’ also creates extraordinary confusion over the true nature of adventure.  Although 
playing games with death can create a variety of positive learning outcomes, it is not the 
phenomenon of adventure.  This confusion has been a result of adventure becoming 
professionalized, communalized and spiritualized (used to defeat death). Through an authentic 
adventure, one may deeply connect to the world. To have an authentic adventure, death is 
viscerally understood and the individual’s decisions are made in light of death – with passion for 
the activity. This creates a seamless continuity with life and deep connection to the world.  
Although this analysis has been critical of socially constructed adventure, it is still 
extremely important in creating a variety of positive learning outcomes physically, affectively, 
cognitively, and spiritually (Ewert 1983, Gilbertson 2006, Priest 1999, Prouty 2007, Puk 1999). 
Moreover, socially constructed adventure may be essential to an individual beginning the process  
of deeply connecting to the natural world.  This can occur when an individual faces “the 
nothing” in adventure and comes to terms with the finitude of their existence. Ultimately, 
adventure occurs along a spectrum, it is not a static characteristic. Authentic and inauthentic 
adventure are “ideal types” of experience which are an abstract analytical tool deconstruct the 
adventure experience. In reality, individuals float in and out of authentic and inauthentic decision 
making which will influence how they perceive the risk they take and the learning outcomes of 
their pursuit. That is, an individual may be dominated by the social world at one moment while 
being deeply engaged in the world in the next.  This contrast is essential because it makes the 
moments of authentic adventure wondrous, profound and sublime. Nonetheless, being aware of 
how authentic and inauthentic adventure works can be extremely beneficial to a person who 
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takes risks. Therefore, the differentiation between inauthentic adventure and adventure as a 
phenomenon adds to the formal understanding of the concept. Moreover, with an understanding 
of anxiety, one has a tool to analyze one’s motives, question one’s actions, and ensure one is 
responsible while risking one’s life.  
The pursuit of heroism and immortality is an especially powerful concept for 
understanding risk; it opens a whole new window to understand human possibility. Take, for 
example, when Aaron Lee Ralson decided to cut off his arm. Superficially, it appears like a 
powerful decision guided by his will to live. However, he did not simply do it because of his 
profound awareness of death. Rather, Ralson cut off his arm to actualize the vision of his unborn 
child, the “child who saved him” (Inbar 2009, pg. 1). Even in the midst of facing the nothing, 
Ralson came to understand the significance of death; but he still retreated into the safety system 
of an immortality project to give him the strength to cut off his arm. He understood that if he 
died in the slot canyon, his life would have no meaning and he would be forgotten (Inbar 2009). 
His unborn son gave him the strength to cut off his arm by giving him an immortality project to 
believe in; if he could just live through this ordeal, he could still, in essence, live forever… This 
is an incredible demonstration of the extent the mind will go to evade death and displays how 
seamlessly one moves out of authentic and inauthentic awareness  
Berger (1984) predicted that man will eventually return to a world of honor because it is 
morally desirable.  Adventure culture can be that institution, which provides an ordered reality.  
Not as “a self-estranging tyranny” but “a freely chosen vehicle of self-realization” (Berger 1984, 
p. 158).  To do so, we must reclaim our dignity.  Therefore, it is essential that adventure culture 
stops celebrating risk taking that is inauthentic. A human being who is oppressed by false 
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consciousness and desperately dependent on overcoming death has little dignity compared to a 
human being who is authentically and passionately living their life. When celebrating one’s 
peers, the degree of danger and risk should not be primary among the individual’s incentive and 
motive.  Moreover, celebrating someone’s inauthentic risk taking experience does them a great 
disservice as it reinforces that engagement with the world. Maintaining this narrative “fails to 
embody and stabilize the discovery of human dignity that are the principal achievements of 
modern man” (Berger 1984, 158). To begin this process, it is essential to recognize and 
appreciate our traditions but not be oppressed by false consciousness.  
In adventure, we are constantly faced with authentic and inauthentic modes of being.   
Inauthenticity means taking the easy way out, hiding from oneself in order to cope and avoid 
death. This can make risk-taking very simple and actually quite easy since one essentially 
believes oneself to be beyond death; while being dependant on social symbols to validate one’s 
existence.  Participating in the adventure paradigm simply provides a medium to continue 
reiterating that belief through the pursuit of heroism and immortality by consuming objects of 
risk.  However, during inauthentic adventure, one is only faced with the physical and mental 
hardships of the activity, without bearing the additional weight of a visceral awareness of death.   
Many ‘adventurers’ acknowledge and are drawn to the fact that what they do could cause 
them to die; however this is a merely an intellectual understanding.  The true awareness of death 
allows one to grasp ones existence in its entirety, and be authentic (Heidegger, 1962). Being 
authentic means to win oneself; it is the retrieval of oneself from being inauthentic. It means 
taking risk based on awareness and alignment with what truly matters to oneself.  Risk taking 
should be guided by self-awareness and the awareness of one’s finite possibilities in order to feel 
self-communication and gain self-knowledge. The greatest learning outcome an adventurer can 
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hope to have is the learned awareness of authentic and inauthentic adventure. This can ground an 
individual in a mindful experience to avoid playing games with death while experiencing the 
world with authentic passion.  However, adventure pursuits can never be simply authentic or 
inauthentic.  Adventurers will constantly be pushed and pulled from the external and internal 
forces that influence their decisions.  So it is essential, in risk taking, to understand the true 
source of anxiety.  This allows the individual to make authentic decisions and be truly 
responsible for their lives rather than hide in false consciousness.   
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